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Introduction

Introduction
Every day, 750 older people living in the United States (age 65 and older)
are hospitalized due to serious side effects from one or more medications.
Over the last decade, older people sought medical treatment more than
35 million times for adverse drug events (ADEs) and were hospitalized
more than 2 million times due to ADEs.1
These numbers point to an emerging threat: the epidemic of medication
overload among older Americans. In a 2019 report, “Medication
Overload: America’s Other Drug Problem,” the Lown Institute found that
multiple medication use among older adults is widespread, growing, and
causes significant harm. More than 40 percent of older adults take five
or more prescription medications a day, a 200 percent rise over the past
20 years. When over-the-counter drugs and supplements are included,
two-thirds of older Americans take five or more medications.

Medication
overload: Scope,
harms, and
drivers

While drugs provide benefits to many people, taking multiple
medications (called “polypharmacy” in the scientific literature) also
increases the risk of serious, even life-threatening side effects. Older
people are especially vulnerable to delirium, internal bleeding, dementia,
and falling. Other ADEs can include strokes, heart attacks, infections,
and death. For every additional medication, a person’s risk
of suffering an ADE increases by 7-10 percent.2-4
Numerous forces and incentives in the U.S. health care system make it
easy for clinicians to prescribe medications and difficult to scale back
the dosage or deprescribe (stop a medication). Among the many drivers
of medication overload, the Lown Institute’s report identified three
overarching themes:
1.

2.

2.
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Both patients and clinicians are steeped in a culture of prescribing,
which promotes a “pill for every ill.” Direct-to-consumer drug
advertising, the increasing medicalization of normal aging, the
hurried pace of medical care, and the urge among doctors and other
clinicians to “do something” about medical conditions all contribute
to the culture of prescribing.
Clinicians struggle to prescribe and deprescribe appropriately
in the face of significant information and knowledge gaps.
Medical education and training often lack sufficient discussion
and skill building around appropriate prescribing and deprescribing.
Moreover, clinical practice guidelines offer little information about
how to guide prescribing for older patients with multiple chronic
conditions or how to safely stop a drug.5,6
The U.S. has a highly fragmented health care system, which leads
to individuals receiving prescriptions from many different providers
in various care settings. Too often, no single clinician or team is
coordinating care and keeping track of all of the medications a
patient has been prescribed.
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What is medication
overload?
Medication overload is the use of multiple
medications that pose a greater risk of harm
than benefit. There is no strict cutoff for when
the number of medications becomes harmful,
but the more a person is taking, the greater their
likelihood of experiencing harm, including serious,
even life-threatening adverse drug events.

The need for
a national
action plan

Without swift action to curtail overprescribing and reduce medication
overload, the harm from adverse drug events will only worsen. The Lown
Institute estimates that adverse drug events will be responsible for at
least 4.6 million hospitalizations of older people in the U.S. and as many
as 150,000 premature deaths over the next decade. Medical care to treat
ADEs will cost taxpayers, patients, and families an estimated $62 billion.1
Despite the enormity of this problem, the issue of medication overload
is invisible to the vast majority of families and patients, most
policymakers, and even many health care professionals. While some
clinicians are trying to reduce the burden of medications on their
individual patients, and several organizations have made significant
efforts in the area of polypharmacy, no health care professional
group, public organization, or government agency to date has formal
responsibility for addressing this national problem. The U.S. has only
recently started to form a deprescribing research network, following
the leads of Canada, Australia, and the U.K.7-9
To catalyze action on this critical issue, the Lown Institute convened
a working group of 22 experts in medication use and polypharmacy,
including patient advocates, physicians, nurses, pharmacists, and
researchers, to develop a national action plan to eliminate medication
overload (11 other experts served on our advisory committee for the
project and offered periodic feedback). From July 2018 to July 2019,
the working group convened on monthly phone calls to develop this
comprehensive action plan.

7
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Recommendations
to eliminate
medication
overload

We made 11 recommendations to address the main drivers of medication
overload, including both upstream, or preventive, interventions, and
downstream interventions once patients are already on too many
medications. Our recommendations, described below, span five highlevel categories: implement prescription checkups; raise awareness
about medication overload; improve information at the point of care;
educate and train health professionals; and reduce industry influence.
The following are brief descriptions of these categories and the
recommendations each encompasses.
Implement prescription checkups
Patients and clinicians need designated time to review all the
medications a patient is taking, and discuss which medications can be
reduced in dose or eliminated. While existing medication reviews have
made some progress in optimizing medications in certain settings, these
reviews are not explicitly designed to reduce medication overload. Our
goal is to build on the success of previous initiatives, while refocusing
medication reviews toward deprescribing for patients who need it.
Recommendation: Implement regular Prescription Checkups—medication
reviews designed especially for the purpose of relieving medication overload.
Raise awareness about medication overload
Despite the well-documented harm caused by medication overload,
most policymakers, health care leaders, and health care consumers are
unaware of the scope and severity of the problem. The goal of increasing
awareness is to spark action by policymakers and clinical leaders, and to
foster conversations between patients and clinicians about medications.
We believe clinicians will be more likely to address medication overload
if patients and families start “asking their doctor” about how to avoid
excess prescriptions and stop unnecessary medications, in the same way
they respond to requests for heavily marketed medications.
Recommendations: Create campaigns to increase awareness of medication
overload among the general public, patients, and health care professionals.
Improve information at the point of care
To avoid inappropriate prescribing and facilitate deprescribing when
necessary, clinicians and patients need clear, accurate, up-to-date
information on the benefits and harms of medications when making
treatment decisions. Clinical guidelines often recommend prescribing
medications as the first line of treatment but rarely provide information
on how long drugs should be continued, when doses should be lowered,
and how drugs should be deprescribed. Inadequate reporting of adverse
drug events to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) gives
clinicians and patients an incomplete picture of the potential risks
and benefits of medications when making treatment decisions.
Additionally, information about how to deprescribe medications is
often not available to clinicians while making treatment decisions,
which is when they most need it.
Recommendation: Create and disseminate deprescribing guidelines, improve the
ADE reporting system, and revise clinical guidelines.

8
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Educate and train health professionals to reduce medication overload
From undergraduate clinical training through post-graduate training
and continuing education, nowhere is learning about the harms of
medication overload a mandated part of the curriculum for the vast
majority of clinicians. The crucial skills of how to analyze the potential
harms and benefits of medications before prescribing; proactively
monitoring for and avoiding medication overload; and knowing how
and when to pause or stop (deprescribe) medications are not adequately
emphasized in most clinical curricula or after graduation. As a
result, clinicians may overprescribe for older patients and often
feel unprepared or unqualified to discontinue medications once
medication overload has occurred.
Recommendation: Enhance health professions school curricula and
incorporate patient-centered prescribing and deprescribing into continuing
education content.
Reduce industry influence
Pharmaceutical industry marketing plays a powerful role in driving
medication overload. Direct-to-consumer advertising, on which drug
companies spend an estimated $6 billion a year, is perhaps the most
obvious way the industry helps create the idea of a “pill for every ill.”
The drug industry also markets heavily to health care professionals,
spending more than $20 billion a year on face-to-face promotion,
free samples, promotional meetings, and other marketing activities,
which increases unnecessary and inappropriate prescribing.10
Recommendation: Stop or limit pharmaceutical industry marketing to clinicians
and direct-to-consumer drug advertising to patients.
For each recommendation, we include existing background evidence
supporting the recommendation; key actors and partners, funding,
changes in technology, and research needed to advance the
recommendation; and potential first steps to implementation.
Considerations for research and technology are woven throughout the
recommendations. However, we’ve also included sections specifically
addressing the need for improvements in electronic health records
(EHRs) and research priorities that are necessary to eliminate medication
overload. You can find our EHR recommendations on page 48 and research
recommendations in Appendix A.

9
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Recommendations to eliminate
medication overload
Category
Implement
prescription
checkups

Raise
awareness
about
medication
overload

Improve
information
at the point
of care

Recommendation

Reduce
industry
influence
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Resource
Level of
Need
Implementation

Key Actors

Implement prescription
checkups

High

High

Institutional, state,
or national

Governmental agencies, health
care institutions and organizations,
patient organizations

Create a public awareness
campaign to increase awareness
of the potential harms of
medication overload

High

High

Local or national

Public health organizations, senior
organizations, patient organizations,
professional organizations,
professional societies

Create prescriber-focused
awareness campaigns to
promote understanding of
medication overload

High

Moderate

Institutional

Health care institutions and
organizations, professional
organizations, professional
societies

Create patient-focused
awareness campaigns that
provide information about
the potential harms of specific
selected medications

High

Moderate

Institutional

Health care institutions and
organizations, deprescribing
networks, professional organizations,
professional societies

Ensure that clinical practice
guidelines include information
necessary for patient-centered
prescribing

High

High

National

Create and disseminate
deprescribing guidelines

High

Moderate

Institutional

Moderate

High

National

Government organizations,
health care institutions,
patient organizations

Enhance health professions
school curricula to teach
clinical trainees proficiency in
prescribing and deprescribing

High

High

Institutional or national

Health professional schools,
clinician organizations,
student organizations

Incorporate patient-centered
prescribing and deprescribing
into continuing education
curricula

Moderate

Moderate

Local

Stop or limit pharmaceutical
industry marketing to clinicians

High

High

Institutional, local,
or national

Regulate direct-to-consumer
advertising of pharmaceuticals

High

High

Local or national

Develop a more comprehensive,
accurate, and timely adverse
drug event reporting system

Educate and
train health
professionals

Impact
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Professional societies and
health care institutions

Research community, health care
institutions and organizations

Professional societies and
clinician organizations

Legislators, government agencies,
health care institutions and
organizations
Legislators, government and public
health agencies and organizations,
consumer and patient organizations

CATEGORY 1:

Implement
Prescription Checkups

To reduce medication overload and prevent adverse drug events,
patients and clinicians need dedicated time to discuss the patient’s
medications and decide which medications are candidates for dose
reduction or discontinuation. This process involves reviewing each
medication; discussing the potential benefits and harms of each
medication in the context of the patient’s values, preferences, and
conditions; and adjusting doses or deprescribing as needed.11,12
There are multiple barriers to patients and their caregivers engaging with
clinicians in such a process. In many settings, time to review patients’
increasingly complex medication regimens is limited.11,13,14 In the hospital
and primary care settings, where clinicians are often under strict time
constraints, clinicians generally prioritize addressing patients’ immediate
medical problems, leaving little time for reducing medication burden.13
In long-term care settings, discussing medications often takes a back
seat to addressing other everyday needs for residents.13,15,16
Even when time allows for a conversation about medications, social
barriers to communication remain. Patients and caregivers often are
uncomfortable asking questions about medications and rarely know
when to ask questions or express concerns.17 Additionally, clinicians
may fear bringing up the possibility of deprescribing because they
anticipate a negative reaction from patients, caregivers, or the
specialist who initially prescribed the medication.18,19
These and other barriers—including clinicians not having full
information about all the medications patients are taking and
fragmentation of care due to multiple prescribers—have hindered efforts
to reduce medication overload, despite the existence of several types
of medication reviews. For example, medication therapy management,
comprehensive medication management, and medication reconciliation
have encouraged better prescribing and optimizing medications, and can
lead to deprescribing. However, these reviews are not explicitly designed
to relieve medication overload. Building on these previous initiatives,
we developed guiding principles for a prescription checkup—a medication
review for the purpose of relieving medication overload—to refocus
medication reviews toward deprescribing for patients who need it.
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Key takeaways for implementing prescription checkups
•
•

•
•

•

•

A prescription checkup is a medication review that makes relieving medication overload
its primary focus and uses a shared decision making process.
Prescription checkups differ from other types of medication reviews because they are
explicitly designed to reduce dosages or eliminate harmful medications. They are conducted
by trusted members of the care team and can be performed over the course of more than one
visit, and sometimes over the phone or video.
Prescription checkups have four main steps: Inventory, Inquiry, Intervention, and Follow-up.
A prescription checkup results in an optimized medication list for patients that reduces
medication burden and risk of harm. Following the prescription checkup, patients and
family/caregivers should understand the benefit of each medication they are taking, and,
for those who struggled with taking all prescribed medicines, adherence should improve.
Physicians, pharmacists, physician assistants, nurse practitioners, and other clinicians may
all play a role in conducting prescription checkups, depending on the patient’s preferences
and the care setting.
Changes in payment, benefit design, technology, and quality measurement may be needed
to implement prescription checkups.

We recommend that clinicians conducting medication reviews
incorporate the guiding principles of a prescription checkup into
their practice to facilitate shared decision making and appropriate
deprescribing. Where medication reviews are not standard practice,
we recommend implementing regular prescription checkups to relieve
medication overload. Fully implementing prescription checkups into
regular practice for patients taking multiple medications, especially in
the primary care setting, may require changes in workflow, payments,
scheduling, staff training, and flow of information, to ensure that
clinicians have the time and information they need to act as effective
partners with their patients in reducing the harm of medication overload.

Basics of a
prescription
checkup

A prescription checkup is a review of the patient’s full list of
medications and a discussion of the patient-specific potential benefits
and harms of these medications. The purpose of the prescription
checkup is to eliminate or lower doses of unnecessary or harmful
medications for patients who need it, in the context of an established,
trusting relationship and an atmosphere free of fear for both the
clinician and the patient.
Much effort has been made to implement medication reviews aimed at
optimizing patients’ medications; however, these interventions have not
resulted in widespread deprescribing. Prescription checkups differ from
other types of medication reviews in that they are explicitly designed
to reduce dosages or eliminate non-beneficial or harmful medications,
using a shared decision making process. A prescription checkup may be
undertaken as a preventive measure to identify potential medications for
deprescribing before the patient is at risk of being overloaded.

12
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A prescription checkup consists of four main steps: Inventory, Inquiry,
Intervention, and Follow-up (see Appendix C for more details). First,
the clinician and patient and family/caregiver take inventory of all
the medications the patient is taking, including over-the-counter
medications and supplements. Next, the clinician has a conversation
with the patient about their life and what matters to them, to better
understand the patient’s values, preferences, and goals. The clinician
then reviews each medication in the context of these values and goals.
Next, the clinician and patient and family/caregiver create a plan
of action for medication use and necessary followup. The clinician
communicates any medication changes to other clinicians involved in
the patient’s care, and gives the patient and family/caregiver a roadmap
for planned interventions and an updated medication list.
Primary care physicians, pharmacists, nurse practitioners, physician
assistants, and other clinicians may all play a role in conducting
prescription checkups, depending on the patient’s preferences and the
care setting. For example, at a community clinic, a nurse or medical
assistant could conduct the inventory of medications with the patient,
while patients and their caregivers may be more comfortable conducting
the inquiry phase with their primary care clinician. Pharmacists can also
play a key role in identifying medications that should be deprescribed
and coordinating necessary changes with the patient’s care team.20-24
However, to be effective providers of prescription checkups as part of
the clinical care team, pharmacists must be recognized by payers as
health providers who can be reimbursed for their clinical services.

Prescription checkups
differ from other types
of medication reviews
because they are explicitly
designed to reduce dosages
or eliminate harmful
medications and they
use a shared decision
making process.

“Any time you interface with the medical
system in these moments of vulnerability,
the likelihood of a medication being added
is high.”
— Gayle Esposito
Patient safety advocate, Mothers Against Medical Error
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“Can I stop just
one of these
medications?”

A prescription checkup
is a medication review
designed to facilitate
deprescribing, using
shared decision making.

“Yes! Let’s do a
prescription checkup
to make sure your
meds work for you.”

Dr. Patel is Irene’s primary care
physician. She is familiar with
Irene’s medical history and has
training in deprescribing
medications.

Meet Irene. She is 82 years old and
lives in Miami. She is taking 12
medications to manage her chronic
conditions, but is having trouble
keeping track of her meds and is
experiencing some side effects.

1. Inventory

2. Inquiry

Dr. Patel makes a list of all of the
medications Irene is taking, including prescriptions, over-the-counter
medications, and supplements.
Irene brings all of her pill bottles
to the visit, so Dr. Patel knows exactly what
medications she is taking.

Dr. Patel and Irene have a
conversation about Irene’s values
and health goals. Then they discuss
the benefits and harms of each
medication in the context of these
goals. For example, Irene values playing with her
grandchildren and taking walks, but the fatigue
and lightheadedness from her blood pressure
medication make these activities difficult.

3. Intervention

4. Follow-up

Irene and Dr. Patel create a plan
to reduce Irene’s pill burden
and side effects. Dr. Patel will
discontinue one of her blood
pressure medications, two
supplements, and an insomnia medication
that was prescribed in the hospital six months
ago but never discontinued.

Dr. Patel schedules a follow-up
appointment to make any necessary
adjustments to the medication
regimen, and makes a plan to
check in with Irene regularly to monitor any
withdrawal symptoms. Dr. Patel calls Irene’s
pharmacy and cardiologist and lets them know
about the medication changes. She also gives
Irene a copy of the medication plan.

Irene feels confident that she understands what medications she is taking, what they are for,
and that the benefit of these medications outweigh the harms. Irene stops feeling lightheaded,
has more energy, and is able to play with her grandchildren and take walks again.

14
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Guiding
principles of
a prescription
checkup

These guiding principles provide a framework for how to conduct
a prescription checkup. Clinicians currently conducting medication
reviews should seek to incorporate these guiding principles into the
process. For more details on how to conduct a prescription checkup
step by step, see Appendix C.
1)
2)

3)
4)
5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

11)
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The central goal of a prescription checkup is to eliminate
medication overload and reduce the risk of harm.
To the extent possible, all medication decisions are guided by
the principles of shared decision making (see What is shared
decision making? on page. 16).
All medication decisions (be it starting or stopping) are informed
by the best available evidence.
Medications that are causing harm should be stopped whenever
possible.
Medications for symptom control that are not meant for longterm use, such as proton pump inhibitors, should be considered
for discontinuation.
Medications for prevention, such as statins for primary
prevention of cardiac events, should be considered for
discontinuation if they have little chance of benefit over the
patient’s lifetime, if they increase the risk of harm for patients,
or are duplicating drugs that have already been prescribed.
Prescription checkups should be available to all patients who
request it, but should be standard practice for patients taking
five or more medications, patients who have had an adverse
drug event, and patients who are having trouble managing their
medications.
Patients who are taking five or more medications—particularly
those age 65 and over or patients with multiple chronic
conditions—should have a prescription checkup at least
once a year.
A prescription checkup is good practice at moments of
vulnerability such as care transitions between the home,
hospitals, and rehab or long-term care; death of a spouse;
sudden functional decline; or diagnosis of a life-threatening
illness. Each such event changes a person’s risk profile, making
it a crucial time to reevaluate the patient’s medication regimen.
A prescription checkup requires coordination and
communication among the treating clinicians and with the
patient and their family/caregiver.
A successful prescription checkup should result in an optimized
medication list for that patient that reduces medication burden
and risk of harm. Patients will understand the benefit of each
medication they are taking, and, for those who struggled with
taking all prescribed medicines, adherence should improve.

Eliminating Medication Overload: A National Action Plan | Lown Institute
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What is shared decision making?
In recent years, clinicians and patients have embraced shared decision making as a critical
element of a trusting clinician-patient relationship. In this process, clinicians engage
patients or caregivers in a conversation about their lives to better understand their goals
and priorities; make sure patients or caregivers recognize the potential benefits and level
of risk posed by various treatment options, using language they understand; and invite
patients or caregivers to be active participants in their health care decisions.25 Research
has shown that conducting medication reviews focused on patients’ goals rather than
clinical guidelines can reduce medication burden and improve patients’ quality of life.26,27
In most circumstances, shared decision making calls for health care providers to offer
medications as a treatment option rather than immediately prescribing them. Clinicians
can help patients understand the potential benefits and harms of treatment options using
“patient decision aids.” These can be cards, brochures, videos, and other means of conveying, in simple, clear terms, the essential information patients need to be able to make an
informed decision.
In the context of a prescription checkup, shared decision making means that patients
understand the potential outcomes of their various treatment choices; that a patient’s
life context, values, preferences, and health goals are incorporated into care decisions;
and that those values, preferences, and goals are part of finding the balance between
the potential benefits and potential harms of any medication treatment. The individualized approach means that two patients in identical life circumstances and with identical
conditions may choose to continue or discontinue different drugs. The degree to which
shared decision making enters the conversation must always take into account a patient’s
decision-making capacity and desired level of involvement.

16
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Existing types
of medication
interventions

Existing medication interventions, such as medication reconciliation, or
“med rec,” medication therapy management (MTM), and comprehensive
medication management (CMM), have made some progress in optimizing medications in certain settings. Studies of these interventions find
that they can be successful in reducing the number of unnecessary or
potentially harmful medication in the hospital20,28,29 and nursing home3032
settings.
However, meta-analyses examining medication reviews find that
overall, they have little effect on reducing inappropriate prescribing and
patient outcomes, and that implementation in the community setting
is especially difficult.13,33-35 In fact, medication reviews often result in
patients taking more medications, because clinicians are adhering to
individual treatment guidelines for the patient’s various conditions.36,37
The following paragraphs and chart compare the prescription checkup to
prior medication interventions.
Medication reconciliation
Medication reconciliation, a process of documenting a complete list of
patients’ medications during a doctor’s visit or care transitions, has
not been shown to reduce ADEs or readmissions in randomized trials.
In some cases, medication reconciliation is reduced to a “checking
the box” exercise without the clinician critically examining patients’
medications.38,39
Medication therapy management (MTM)
Medication therapy management (MTM), a benefit provided by Medicare
Part D to eligible patients, includes a comprehensive medication review
to identify, prioritize, and address medication-related problems at
least once a year and targeted medication reviews as needed with the
goal of increasing adherence and identifying medication problems.
A pharmacist usually conducts these reviews, and then provides
the beneficiary and their primary care clinician with a summary of
recommended interventions and a medication list. According to a
systematic review of MTM outcomes in outpatient care, MTMs have
improved medication appropriateness and medication adherence;
however, there is not enough evidence to determine the effect of
MTMs on ADEs, patient harms, or mortality.34

17
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Comprehensive medication management (CMM)
Comprehensive medication management (CMM) is a pharmacist-led
intervention targeted at high-risk, chronically ill patients to provide
an individualized treatment plan. Similar to MTM, CMM involves
a comprehensive medication review and creation of a care plan.
Notably, CMM takes a holistic approach to medication review and
includes an assessment of the patient’s clinical status for each of
their medications and health problems (for example, measuring the
patient’s blood pressure before prescribing or deprescribing a blood
pressure medication).41 Studies of CMM initiatives have shown improved
outcomes such as reductions in hospital and emergency department
admissions.42 However, like MTM, discontinuing medications is not
an explicit focus of CMM.43
The experience of working group members suggests that institutions
can incorporate the principles of prescription checkups within the
structure of MTM and CMM. For example, at Kaiser Permanente, use
of MTM with a focus on deprescribing for certain patients with diabetes
led to lower risk of hypoglycemia (low blood sugar) and lower all-cause
mortality (see Prescription checkups at Kaiser Permanente).40 Institutions
already performing medication reviews need not reinvent the wheel,
but should explicitly prioritize deprescribing and shared decision
making within their medication review process.

Prescription checkups at Kaiser Permanente
Lynn Deguzman and Maisha Draves | Kaiser Permanente, Northern California

Kaiser Permanente’s mission is to provide high-quality and affordable health care to our
members and the communities that we serve. In Kaiser Northern California’s MTM
program, we provide comprehensive medication management—including medication
review, disease state medication management, planning, and follow-up—to optimize patients’ medications. Clinical pharmacists review patients’ medications, evaluate
appropriateness and dosing, identify high-risk drugs, and make changes to medications
or dosing as needed—all in partnership with the patients’ primary care physicians. This
work has become a natural progression to deprescribing; since our program’s inception,
our team has been able to successfully stop or reduce a drug dose for 4,000 patients.
Beginning in late 2016, we created an initiative focused on deprescribing diabetes and
blood pressure medications in the elderly population. This required collaboration between
several departments, including pharmacy, multiple physician specialties, quality, health
education, and research. Collaboration between clinical pharmacists and physicians from
multiple specialties was essential to identify areas for deprescribing, develop protocols,
and identify patients appropriate for deprescribing. We found that discontinuing diabetes
medications reduced the risk of low blood sugar in elderly patients with well-controlled
type 2 diabetes after one year.40 We also found that this program increased adherence
for patients’ other medications, and improved provider well-being, as our team members
found it rewarding to help simplify our patients’ medications.
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Comparison of medication interventions
Medication
Reconciliation

Medication Therapy
Management

Comprehensive
Medication
Management

Prescription Checkup

Targeted at patients with
chronic conditions at high risk
of adverse drug events

Targeted at older adults taking
multiple medications and patients
admitted to the hospital with
an ADE, or available on request.
Prescription checkups can occur
in the outpatient, long-term care,
or hospital settings.

Focused on preventing
prescribing errors at
care transitions

Focused on medication adherence,
prevention of cardiovascular
disease, using generic drugs
instead of expensive brandname drugs, and removing
inappropriate medications

Focused on optimizing
medication use and improving
patient health outcomes, using a
whole-person approach

Focused on preventing or
relieving medication overload.
The primary goal is to identify
when patients are having trouble
managing their medications, or
are at risk of a serious side effect,
and optimize their medications to
reduce the risk of future harm.

Occurs during admission
and/or discharge from
hospital, or during other
transitions between care
settings. May also occur
in outpatient settings

A comprehensive medication
review is conducted once a year
during a single encounter, either
on the phone or in person. Other
targeted medication reviews may
be conducted throughout the year.

Occurs at least once a year
and during care transitions

Occurs at least once a year
and during care transitions.
Prescription checkups can
be conducted over multiple
visits/encounters.

Targeted at patients
transitioning between
care settings or providers

Targeted at Medicare beneficiaries
with multiple chronic conditions,
taking multiple medications, and
likely to incur annual medication
costs exceeding a certain level

Conducted by a pharmacist
and/or clinician in hospital
and generally not a person
with whom the patient has
a prior relationship

Conducted by a pharmacist who
is often unknown to the patient

Conducted by a pharmacist
who works in collaboration with
the patient’s primary care team

Conducted by a clinician or
member of the care team
with whom the patient has an
established, trusting relationship.
This can be a physician,
pharmacist, nurse, or another
member of the care team.

The receiving care provider
(where the patient is
transitioning) may conduct
a follow-up. Changes to the
patient’s medications are
not always communicated
to the patient’s primary care
provider.

The clinician conducting the
review follows up with the
patient to monitor symptoms
and make necessary adjustments
to their medications. The
clinician conducting the checkup
communicates medication
changes to the patient’s primary
care provider.

The clinician conducting the
review follows up with the patient
symptoms and makes necessary
adjustments to their medications.
The clinician conducting the
checkup communicates any
medication changes with the
patient, family, and patient’s
care team.

The clinician conducting the
review follows up with the
patient to monitor symptoms
and make necessary adjustments
to their medications. The
clinician conducting the checkup
communicates any medication
changes with the patient, family,
and patient’s care team, including
the pharmacy.

Drugs are prescribed or
deprescribed based on
the patient’s previous
medication list.

Drugs are prescribed or
deprescribed based on explicit
guidelines such as clinical
practice guidelines and the AGS
Beers Criteria® for Potentially
Inappropriate Medication Use
in Older Adults.

Drugs are prescribed or
deprescribed based on the
medication’s indication,
effectiveness, safety, and
patient adherence. Patient’s
conditions are also considered.

Drugs are deprescribed
based on the patient’s values,
preferences, and health goals,
and on which medications are
the most harmful. The AGS
Beers Criteria® for Potentially
Inappropriate Medication Use in
Older Adults and other resources
for identifying problematic
medications may be used.

Coordinated by clinic,
LTC facility, or hospital
administration

Coordinated by health plans

Coordinated by health plans

Coordinated by the patient’s
primary care physician or
hospital care team
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Implementing
prescription
checkups

For hospitals, long-term care facilities, and clinics to implement
prescription checkups, clinicians need support, information, and
guidance. Payers, clinician organizations, and quality improvement
organizations must provide clinicians with adequate time, training,
and reimbursement to conduct prescription checkups. Gaining support
for prescription checkups will also require more evidence of its
effectiveness, impact, and feasibility. Launching and evaluating
targeted pilot programs would provide the opportunity to collect
further evidence necessary for successful spread and uptake.
Research priorities
A growing body of research shows that deprescribing is feasible,
desirable, and safe for many drug classes, including proton pump
inhibitors, blood pressure medications, diabetes medications,
psychotropic drugs, and benzodiazepines (when tapered slowly).32,44-47
Deprescribing trials have also demonstrated that medication reviews
for deprescribing reduce mortality within 15 months by as much as
38 percent.47
The components of the prescription checkup model pull from
existing validated deprescribing guides and frameworks. Taking an
inventory of a patient’s medications is crucial to setting the stage
for deprescribing.22,48-50 Inquiring about patient values and goals
in medication reviews and basing treatment decisions on these
preferences has been shown to improve patient outcomes.26,48,51
Involving interdisciplinary team members in the medication review
process—particularly clinical pharmacists—has proven a successful
and feasible option in many deprescribing trials.20-24 Research also
supports the participation of nurses and palliative care specialists in
the deprescribing process.23,52 And lastly, researchers confirm that
communication between patients, family members/caregivers, and
members of the care team is essential in the follow-up stage after
changes to the patient’s medication regimen have occurred.22,44,48,49
Despite existing research supporting deprescribing, more research
would be helpful to support implementation of prescription checkups.
More randomized controlled trials of deprescribing are needed to
demonstrate the benefits of deprescribing in general as well as
deprescribing for certain drug classes.45 Outcomes such as frequency
of adverse drug events, hospitalizations, all-cause mortality, falls,
medication adherence, patient-reported quality of life, and financial
savings should be considered in deprescribing studies.53,54
We also need more research on the implementation of prescription
checkups, including how EHR improvements could facilitate prescription
checkups, patient and family/caregiver attitudes toward deprescribing
and prescription checkups, and how prescription checkups should
be appropriately tailored for different care settings and patient
populations. As the principles of prescription checkups are incorporated
into medication reviews, evaluating the effectiveness, feasibility, and
outcomes of this intervention will help to improve the prescription
checkup and reduce medication overload.
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PRESCRIPTION CHECKUP PILOT
A first step to implementing prescription checkups (or principles of
prescription checkups within existing medication reviews) will be to
evaluate the effectiveness and feasibility of prescription checkups in
pilot studies. Prescription checkups should be evaluated for effectiveness
in reducing the number of adverse drug events, reducing pill burden
for patients, and improving patients’ quality of life, compared to the
current standard of care at the institution.
Prescription checkups should be validated in outpatient, long-term care,
and acute care settings, with modifications made for each setting as
necessary. Ideally, a prescription checkup pilot would be accompanied
by a targeted public awareness campaign, letting patients and caregivers
at a specific clinic, long-term care facility, or hospital know that they
can “ask their doctor for a prescription checkup” if they are concerned
about the number of medications they are taking or the side effects of
these medications.
Filling information gaps
The Inventory step of the prescription checkup, in which the clinician
documents all of the medications the patient is taking, is common to
all medication reviews, and seems like the easiest step to complete.
However, without complete information about a patient’s medications,
this step becomes laborious and can even be a barrier to completing the
checkup. Many older patients have multiple providers who prescribe
medications, not all of whom are within the same health system or use
the same electronic health record (EHR). Establishing a centralized list
of every patient’s medications, or improving the usability and accuracy
of EHRs and making them interoperable across health systems, would
ease the creation of a comprehensive medication list for patients (see
How electronic health records could dramatically reduce medication overload,
page 48).
It is important that the clinician conducting the prescription checkup
know the condition for which each medication was prescribed. However,
this information may not be available or accurate in the EHR, and
patients or family members may not recall why certain medications
were prescribed. Printing the indication on pill bottles when medications
are prescribed could aid in filling this information gap. Clinicians should
consider including the indication for medications on the prescription
and requesting that pharmacies include the indication on the pill bottle,
to help facilitate more accurate and efficient prescription checkups.
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Policy and payment changes
It takes time for clinicians to conduct prescription checkups—to build
a complete medication list, have shared decision making conversations
with patients, and communicate medication adjustments with patients
and other clinicians. Clinicians should not be expected to conduct
prescription checkups without appropriate reimbursement.
We recommend that public and private payers develop pathways to
reimburse clinicians for prescription checkups, including the following:
•

•

•

Create a billing code for prescription checkups that clinicians could
use to receive Medicare and Medicaid reimbursement for their
time conducting prescription checkups. Payers should recognize
pharmacists as health providers who can bill for their clinical
services, so pharmacists can conduct prescription checkups as part
of a clinical care team.
Allow primary care clinicians to “bundle” a prescription checkup
with the annual Medicare Wellness Visit, potentially through a
modifier billing code.
Encourage development of value-based payment models that reward
clinicians for reducing adverse drug events in older patients, or for
reducing doses with the greatest potential for harm in older patients,
to incentivize preventive prescription checkups.

Clinicians currently conducting MTMs can already bill for their time for
eligible patients. However, as previously mentioned, MTMs often do not
engage patients in shared decision making or result in deprescribing.
CMS and private payers could implement quality measures into MTMs
that incorporate the core principles of prescription checkups. As another
method to encourage deprescribing in MTMs, plans and public and
private payers could provide risk-adjusted reports to clinicians about the
number of medications their patients are taking compared to their peers.55
None of this will be easy. Previous efforts to encourage shared decision
making through quality measures—such as shared decision making
before lung cancer screening, stents for stable angina, and other tests
and procedures—have proven largely ineffective.56,57 Improving shared
decision making in medication decisions will be a long-term process
that will take not only support from payers, but also broad changes
in medical education, post-graduate continuing education, and public
awareness and empowerment.
Key actors
Clinicians, patients, caregivers, researchers, health plans, and health
care institutions all have important roles to play in implementing
prescription checkups. Clinician and patient groups invested in
deprescribing, medication safety issues, and health issues affecting older
patients will be important allies in advocating for prescription checkups,
on both the clinician and patient sides. Payers will also have a central
role to play, as will organizations that set standards for quality of care.
In order to implement principles of prescription checkups at health care
institutions, advocates for prescription checkups will need to reach out
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to clinicians and administrators at clinics, hospitals, long-term care
facilities, and other health institutions. Potential allies in the effort to
implement prescription checkups include:
•
•

•

•
•
•

Senior citizens groups such as AARP;
Research organizations such as the Agency for Healthcare Research
and Quality and the U.S. Deprescribing Research Network, funded by
the National Institute on Aging;
Quality improvement organizations, such as the Institute for
Healthcare Improvement and the Center for Medicare and Medicaid
Innovation;
Patient safety organizations and consumer groups;
Primary care, geriatrics, pharmacy, nursing, physician assistant,
and other specialty and professional organizations; and
Payers, such as the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS) and private plans.

Incorporating the principles of prescription checkups into existing MTM
programs will require partnering with CMS as well as early adopters of
MTM such as Kaiser Permanente. The pharmaceutical and biotechnology
industries might have a role to play in promoting prescription checkups,
but there is a danger that this could allow industry influence to coopt this effort or dilute its impact on medication overload. Similarly,
partnerships with groups advocating for other types of medication
reviews may be helpful, but advocates should be aware of financial
conflicts of interest within these groups before partnering.

Conclusion

Establishing regular prescription checkups is a crucial step toward
promoting appropriate deprescribing and eliminating medication
overload. Each of the recommendations in this action plan is intended
to reduce the likelihood that excess prescribing occurs, or help to set
the stage for deprescribing, through building awareness, educating
clinicians and empowering patients, providing deprescribing tools, and
more. However, it is the prescription checkup that creates the actual
opportunity for deprescribing to prevent and reduce medication overload.
Government agencies and health care institutions have taken significant
steps to improve medication use for patients, through promoting and
implementing medication reviews and medication therapy management.
By incorporating an explicit focus on reducing medication overload, and
using a shared decision making approach, these reviews will more often
lead to appropriate deprescribing, decreasing the medication burden
for patients. Through the principles of the prescription checkup, our
goal is to shift the focus of medication reviews toward appropriate
deprescribing, and make deprescribing a regular activity in all health
care settings.
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CATEGORY 2:

Raise Awareness About
Medication Overload
Despite the well-documented harm caused by medication overload,
most policymakers, health care leaders, and health care consumers
are unaware of the scope and severity of the problem.18,58,59 Our “culture
of prescribing” is a key driver of medication overload and increasing
awareness of the scope and harms of medication overload as a key
step toward eliminating it. The goal of increasing awareness is to
foster conversations between patients and clinicians that focus on
avoiding unnecessary prescriptions and facilitating deprescribing
when appropriate. We believe clinicians will be more likely to address
medication overload if patients and families start asking how to
avoid excess prescriptions and stop unnecessary medications.21,59,60
Medication overload does not need to be an inescapable part of
being an older person.
The following recommendations, based on research demonstrating
the effectiveness of targeted informational campaigns, are intended
to increase awareness of the risks of medication overload in order to
facilitate prescription checkups.59,60,62,63
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Key takeaways for raising awareness of medication overload
•
•
•
•

To have the greatest impact, awareness campaigns should target clinicians, patients,
and families/caregivers with messages about medication overload and deprescribing.
Campaigns should use multiple modes of communication to ensure message saturation.
Campaigns should create a sense of urgency about medication overload and provide
the target audience with clear steps for action in awareness campaign messaging.
More research is necessary to develop and test additional messaging strategies and
determine the most cost-effective level of resource allocation.

Recommendation:
Create a public
awareness
campaign to
increase visibility
of the potential
harms of medication overload
and to promote
prescription
checkups

We recommend the creation of a public awareness campaign to
increase understanding among the general public about the risks of
medication overload and strategies to prevent it. Such a campaign can
be modeled after successful public health campaigns such as those
around tobacco use, heart disease prevention, road safety, and sudden
infant death syndrome.64-66 Effective public awareness campaigns
require securing funding, creating partnerships, identifying the
target audience, developing messaging and branding, using multiple
channels of communication, and testing and continually evaluating the
campaign to further refine it for greater effectiveness. The Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) would be a natural leader in the
organization and funding of this campaign, while partnerships with
clinician specialty groups and patient advocacy groups would be helpful
for developing materials and disseminating key messages.
Background
Public awareness of the harms of medication overload is lacking.
According to a 2019 survey of older adults conducted by the John A.
Hartford Foundation, 40 percent of respondents did not know that some
medications can increase confusion or increase the risk of falling, and half
of respondents did not know that certain medications should be avoided
in older adults.67 Building public awareness is essential to reducing
medication overload because our beliefs and attitudes about medications
can be key facilitators of, or barriers to, deprescribing. Qualitative
research finds that physicians see patients’ desire to stay on drugs as
a major barrier to deprescribing.68 Harnessing that dynamic between
clinician and patient could have a substantial effect on physicians’
prescribing behavior. If patients and families started “asking their

“Ask your doctor if this pill is wrong for you.”
— Dr. Derelie (Dee) Mangin
Professor, Department of Family Medicine, McMaster University 61
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doctor” about deprescribing the way they currently ask about medications
promoted in advertisements, there is strong evidence to suggest they
would start conversations that could reduce medication overload.17,21,60
Target and messaging
The target audience of this campaign would be adults age 65 and
older and those who care for them and assist in making medication
decisions. Many individuals younger than 65 may also benefit from
greater awareness of the potential harm from medication overload,
as they too may experience medication-related harm. Although
clinicians are not the main target of a public awareness campaign,
it is critical that messaging neither blame nor alienate them, as their
support and engagement is necessary for prescription checkups and
deprescribing to occur.
The public awareness campaign should have the twin goals of
1) increasing awareness among the target audience that multiple
medication use may be harmful; and 2) encouraging members of the
target audience to start conversations with clinicians about prescription
checkups and deprescribing. In initial focus groups, using the terms
“medication overload” to describe harm from multiple medication use
and “prescription checkup” to describe conversations about medications
were well received by patients. However, finding the most effective
phrases and messages will require additional research and focus
groups with older adults from a representative national sample.59 71

Awareness campaign messaging best practices
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
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Patient testimonials about loss and harm from medication overload can help
raise awareness about the potential consequences of too many medications.69
Including confidence- and capacity-building information, such as “Questions
to ask your doctor,” can encourage patients to take action.17
Having relatable spokespeople or testimonials from members of the target
population is helpful for message saturation.70
Public campaign messaging must use plain language and avoid health jargon.
Positive images of cooperation between clinicians and patients should be
included, as well as aspirational messages, such as “Talking with my doctor
about medication overload helped make my regimen more manageable.”
Campaigns should avoid messages that alienate or blame clinicians.
Using the concept of “optimizing” or “right-sizing” medication lists can help
focus the overall message on improving health, and avoid the idea that
deprescribing will “take something away” from patients.
All messaging should emphasize starting a conversation with clinicians
about medications to express concerns, as there is potential for unintended
negative consequences if patients stop taking medications without first
consulting a clinician.
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Case study: Messaging in “The Heart Truth” campaign
In 2002, the U.S. government sponsored the first
national campaign to increase awareness among
women of their risk of heart disease. The campaign,
called “The Heart Truth,” led to a 23% increase in
awareness of heart disease as the leading cause
of death in women, and an increase in actions to
reduce heart disease risk.
Focus groups of the target audience (women age
40–60) showed that women were not aware of how
common heart disease is, and often thought
of it as a “man’s disease.” Organizers recognized
that the campaign must include a “wake-up call”
to women that heart disease is a leading cause
of death; a “hard-hitting” description of the
consequences of heart disease to convey urgency;
a “sense of hope” that women can lower their risk;

and a “call to action” for women to talk to their
doctor about lowering their risk of heart disease.
They used the symbol of a red dress, designed to
emphasize that heart disease is not just a “man’s
disease.” The campaign included testimonials
from women wearing red dresses about their
struggles with heart disease, to make the
condition more personal.
The twin messaging strategies of conveying
urgency (“Heart disease is the #1 killer of women”)
and giving a call to action (“Talk to your doctor
about reducing your risk of heart disease”)
contributed to the success of the campaign.
Source: Long T, Taubenheim A, Wayman J, Temple S, Ruoff B.
“The Heart Truth:” Using the Power of Branding and Social
Marketing to Increase Awareness of Heart Disease in Women.
Social Marketing Quarterly 2008; 14(3): 3-29.

Communication channels
Effective public awareness campaigns use multiple modes of communication—
broadcast media, social media, newspapers, posters and flyers, and more—
in order to create maximum exposure to the message.64-66 The following
communication channels could all play a role in a comprehensive awareness
campaign to reduce the burden of medication overload:
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
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Broadcast and audiovisual media, including television, radio, movies,
YouTube videos, and podcasts. Television is an especially effective
method for reaching older adults. In addition to advertising, sponsored
content, such as promotion of key messages within television shows
or movies about medicine, hospitals, or families in general could be
effective;
Print media, including flyers, mailers, and advertisements in
newspapers and magazines; these could be reinforced by billboards
carrying campaign messages;
Social media and mobile apps, such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram,
and other social media platforms, which are important for reaching
younger family members and caregivers;
A website with shareable flyers, fact sheets, memes, and other content.
A QR code on print materials could direct readers to the website with
more detailed information;
Brochures, posters, and flyers in health care settings such as hospitals,
clinics, and doctors’ offices, as well as public spaces such as libraries,
senior centers, beauty salons, and barbershops;
Booths at farmers’ markets and community health fairs; and
Poster sessions at public health meetings and other conferences with
large patient advocacy audiences.
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Key actors
As the nation’s health protection agency, the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) conducts campaigns to raise awareness
about public health issues such as infectious diseases, natural disaster
preparedness, mental health, tobacco usage, and more. The CDC has
conducted several campaigns to raise public awareness about the harms
of inappropriate medication use, making the agency a natural leader
for raising awareness about the more general and widespread problem
of medication overload. The CDC could organize focus groups and
development of materials, and manage the testing and evaluation
of the campaign.
Seniors’ organizations such as AARP, physician and nursing specialty
organizations, and patient safety organizations all have an interest
in reducing medication overload, and would be vital partners for a
successful public awareness campaign. Clinician and patient groups
will be helpful for developing materials targeted at clinicians and
patients, as well as disseminating key messages to their networks.
Alliances with other organizations will be helpful, including:
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Professional medical societies for physicians, nurses, pharmacists,
and other clinicians who prescribe medications;
Institutions that care for older adults or patients at the end of life,
such as hospitals, skilled nursing facilities, long-term care facilities,
and hospice;
Deprescribing and overuse initiatives such as the Canadian
Deprescribing Network, Choosing Wisely, and the upcoming U.S.
Deprescribing Research Network funded by the National Institute
on Aging;
Membership organizations that focus on the health and well-being
of the target population, such as AARP, the American Seniors
Organization, the Association of Mature American Citizens, and others;
Health care quality and safety groups such as the National Patient
Safety Foundation, the Leapfrog Group, and quality improvement
organizations;
Not-for-profit, independent health care advocacy organizations
and groups;
Public health agencies such as local and state health departments,
and the Surgeon General;
Watchdog groups like Public Citizen and Consumer Reports;
National and local newspapers, magazines, health care journals,
and other media organizations; and
Payers and purchasers, including health plans and employer coalitions.

A national public health awareness campaign will require significant
time and financial resources to be successful. Anti-tobacco national
campaigns have cost at least $12 million per year for smaller campaigns,
and hundreds of millions have been invested in larger campaigns.72
Generally, the more money invested in the campaign, the more exposure
the target audience will get to the campaign message. Television
advertisements, though expensive, are crucial for reaching the older
American audience.
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Potential funders include government organizations, such as the CDC,
and private foundations with an interest in aging, health, or patient
safety. With limited funds, no campaign should be launched without
conducting a cost-benefit analysis to determine the best way to fund
and scale the effort for the greatest impact for each dollar spent.
Research may show that smaller, more targeted campaigns that rely
on partnerships may be more cost-effective than a large national
campaign that relies heavily on expensive broadcast media.
First steps of implementation
A national public awareness campaign is a long-term project, but
steps could be taken immediately to pilot an intervention and begin
developing a messaging strategy.
EXPANDED FOCUS GROUPS
Effective messaging is critical for a successful public awareness
campaign. The Lown Institute conducted two focus groups with a
total of 16 people in New York City to better understand their attitudes
toward medications, clinicians, and terminology of medication overload
and deprescribing.71 The focus groups included a multi-ethnic group
of patients age 50–75, with most taking five or more medications
per month. We found that many patients feel that there is little or
no opportunity for them to ask their physician questions about their
medications. The participants were extremely receptive to the idea of a
“prescription checkup,” a regular conversation with a clinician about all
the drugs they are taking, with the goal of reducing medication burden.
However, these focus groups represent only a small segment of patients
in one city, and the results may not be generalizable to other regions
or the nation as a whole. Qualitative studies, such as the McMaster
University TAPER project, which identified the conflicting messages
about medications older adults are exposed to, will be essential.73 As part
of research for a public awareness campaign, many more focus groups
should be conducted in diverse communities around the country—
targeting patients age 65 and over when possible—to find out more
about what is important to older adults and their caregivers about their
medications, and find messages that most effectively convey the very
real risks of medication overload and promote conversations in which
patients ask their providers about their medications.
PILOT AWARENESS CAMPAIGN
Proof of principle could be obtained through a pilot campaign within
a single neighborhood or city. A candidate community to pilot this
campaign would be one in which there is a significant population
of older adults, existing health care infrastructure with a history of
collaboration within the community, and existing patient advocacy
groups for potential partnerships. Awareness of which patient
advocacy groups are heavily funded by pharmaceutical companies will
be useful in choosing potential partners, as industry funding may
make a group less eager to engage on the topic of medication overload,
or may lead to the campaign getting co-opted
by industry.
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The goals of the campaign are two-fold: to increase awareness among
community members that taking multiple medications may increase
risk of harm for older adults; and to encourage older adults who take
multiple medications to start a conversation with their clinicians
about the need for and importance of each prescription drug. Local
patient advocacy groups, senior membership organizations, and health
care institutions will be critical partners in spreading key messages,
using the multiple communication channels mentioned previously.
A pilot intervention would require post-intervention surveys of
public opinion to assess the impact of the effort, with the potential
for surveying a comparable community as a control group. It will be
critical to engage and educate clinicians in the community so they are
prepared when patients ask questions about their medications and the
potential for deprescribing.

Recommendation:
Create patientfocused awareness
campaigns
that provide
information
about the potential
harms of specific
medications and
the opportunity
for deprescribing

We recommend implementing a large-scale awareness campaign
focused specifically on patients at high risk of medication overload.
This campaign would be modeled after previous successful patienttargeted campaigns such as EMPOWER and D-PRESCRIBE.21,60
Government organizations, as well as foundations interested in aging
and patient safety, could take the lead on funding and organizing such
a campaign. Partnerships with health care institutions, physician
specialty organizations, patient advocate groups, and deprescribing
research networks would also be key for engaging prescribers and
evaluating the intervention.21,62
This intervention would involve identifying patients taking a specific
class of drugs and developing informational brochures outlining the
specific harms of that drug class. The brochures or other means of
communicating with patients could be disseminated through mail,
email, patient portals, or social media. Including a concurrent awareness
campaign and partnership with local clinicians in community practice
and hospitals would be helpful to remove barriers to deprescribing and
facilitate conversations about medications. 21,62
Background
Providers often fail to initiate deprescribing because they believe
their patients will resist deprescribing, but research shows that most
patients would agree to stopping a medication if their doctor said it
was possible.19 Just as patient requests for brand-name drugs often
results in a prescription, patients expressing the desire to discontinue
a medication can be an effective catalyst for conversations about
deprescribing.
Previous campaigns targeting patients taking potentially inappropriate
and harmful medications have been shown to reduce medication overload
in the targeted population. For example, the EMPOWER trial (Eliminating
Medications Through Patient Ownership of End Results) in Quebec,
Canada, found that sending informational brochures to older adults
taking benzodiazepines (anxiety medications) led to a large reduction
in benzodiazepine use.60 Compared to a control group who did not
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receive brochures, 22 percent more patients tapered off and ultimately
discontinued benzodiazepines and an additional 11 percent were able to
lower their dose. Sixty-two percent of participants in the intervention
group initiated a conversation about deprescribing with a clinician.
A subsequent randomized controlled trial in Quebec, Canada, called
D-PRESCRIBE (Developing Pharmacist-Led Research to Educate and
Sensitize Community Residents to the Inappropriate Prescriptions
Burden in the Elderly) demonstrated that targeting both patients and
primary care physicians with educational materials can be even more
effective in encouraging deprescribing than targeting patients alone, and
that pharmacists can play a key role in the process.62 When community
pharmacists sent evidence-based deprescribing recommendations
to physicians as well as brochures to their patients, 31 percent more
patients discontinued an inappropriate medication after six months,
compared to patients who received no intervention. The success of
these trials justifies continued investment in spreading and scaling up
patient-targeted, drug-specific deprescribing interventions.
Similar patient-focused awareness campaigns are needed for several
classes of drugs that are commonly overprescribed in older patients and
cause significant harm. In addition to drugs with potential psychotropic
effects such as benzodiazepines, antipsychotics, and antidepressants,
there are many classes of drugs that could be targets for deprescribing
campaigns, including certain diabetes drugs, “Z-drugs” and other
sleep medications, analgesics, anticoagulants, antihypertensives and
antiplatelets, anticholinergic drugs, and proton pump inhibitors.
Such initiatives could replicate and expand the EMPOWER and
D-PRESCRIBE trials, which have shown to be effective in targeting
patients at risk of harm and encouraging them to start conversations
with their clinician about deprescribing.60
Target and messaging
This effort should target older patients (age 65 and up) in a specific
community who are at increased risk of harm from medication overload,
and the family caregivers supporting these patients. An important first
step is developing criteria for a risk threshold to determine who is in the
target audience based on the classes of drugs prescribed.60
The EMPOWER and D-PRESCRIBE brochures may be useful models for
developing messaging strategies for patient-targeted campaigns. As
with the general public awareness campaign, the goals for messaging in
a patient-targeted campaign should be to 1) motivate patients (and their
caregivers) to learn more; 2) build patients’ capacity to take action by
giving them information about specific medications; and 3) give patients
an opportunity to act with a clear path to action (e.g. “Talk to your
doctor about deprescribing”).17
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Multiple stakeholders—patients, geriatricians, physicians, pharmacists,
and other clinicians, as well as seniors’ groups or other consumer
advocacy groups—should have input in the design and messaging
of these brochures. The materials should be focus-group tested with
older patients, available in multiple languages, and at a reading level
that ensures that the message is broadly accessible. Clarity and ease of
comprehension is key. Including an interactive component, such as
a quiz or questionnaire, as well as testimonials from older patients,
has been shown to increase patient engagement. 17,59
Unlike the broader public awareness campaign, this initiative would be
designed to target specific patients taking certain classes of medications.
Once a target patient cohort is identified, they will be provided with
information through modalities determined to be most effective.
Brochures could also be made available in other venues, including
libraries, senior centers, doctors’ offices, pharmacy counters,
and hospital waiting rooms, although these communication methods
are less direct. Social media platforms, especially Facebook, are potential
channels of communication for the vast numbers of seniors who use
them.
Key actors
Government organizations such as the Center for Medicare and Medicaid
Innovation (CMMI) or the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality,
are well positioned to fund and organize a patient-targeted campaign.
Foundations interested in aging and patient safety could also take the
lead on funding and organizing such a campaign. Health plans, insurers,
and health systems might also be interested in funding such a campaign,
to avoid unnecessary hospitalizations and morbidity associated with
adverse drug events. The cost for this campaign would likely be
much less than the cost of a broader public awareness campaign.
Partnering with community pharmacies, local health care institutions,
local employers and health plans, pharmacy benefit managers, the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), and possibly public
and private agencies that have prescription drug and patient data will
be necessary to identify the target patient population based on the risk
criteria. Involving pharmacists in these interventions to get clinicians
on board also significantly improves the rate of deprescribing, as shown
in the D-PRESCRIBE trial.62 Clinical expertise from geriatricians and
pharmacists will be essential for developing materials and conducting
initial research. Patient groups and seniors’ organizations must be
involved in the campaign at the outset to co-create materials.60
The Canadian Deprescribing Network has a wealth of knowledge and
experience from the EMPOWER study and other efforts. International
partnerships with the Australian and English Deprescribing Networks
will be helpful, as well as with the National Institute on Aging’s U.S.
Deprescribing Research Network. Other supporters may include health
plans, employers, patient safety organizations, and primary care
organizations, initiatives like the American Board of Internal
Medicine’s Choosing Wisely campaign, and the Patient Safety
Action Network (formerly Consumer Reports Safe Patient Project).
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First steps of implementation
The EMPOWER trial and other pilot projects have demonstrated that
direct-to-patient information can encourage patients to ask their
doctors about deprescribing. The success of these efforts supports
continued investment in testing such patient-targeted deprescribing
campaigns in the U.S. and, if successful, scaling up this intervention.
The first step in this process would be for CMMI to partner with other
funders, pharmacies, government agencies, health plans, and health
care provider institutions in a limited number of communities to pilot
dissemination of an information product such as a brochure. First,
the target patient population would need to be identified, as well as
the target medication(s). The next steps would be to recruit patients for
focus groups to refine messaging strategies and develop a corresponding
prescriber-facing communication for primary care clinicians and/or
specialists in the community, depending on the targeted drugs chosen.
Once these pilot projects have been completed, we recommend that CMMI, in
partnership with private health insurers, fund the convening of a task group,
whose goal would be to create a detailed plan for a nationwide project.

Recommendation:
Create prescriberfocused awareness
campaigns to
promote
understanding
of medication
overload and
the need for
deprescribing

We recommend the creation of initiatives aimed at clinicians, to
educate prescribers about the scope and harms of medication overload.
Government agencies, health care institutions, private insurers, and
foundations are all potential funders of such a campaign, while
clinician specialty organizations will be crucial partners for creating
and disseminating messages. Prescriber-targeted awareness campaigns
could be developed using any number of tools: peer comparisons, case
studies, social media, and so on. Prescriber awareness campaigns would
require developing messaging and branding, using multiple channels to
disseminate messages, creating partnerships, and testing and evaluating
the effectiveness of campaigns.
Background
While greater public awareness is essential, raising awareness among
prescribers is also necessary. The widespread view among prescribers
that drugs “appear to work with few side effects” is commonly cited as
a barrier to deprescribing.68 Previous deprescribing interventions show
that targeting prescribers at the same time as patients is important
because patients seek information about medications from their health
care professionals and lack of provider support from them can be a
barrier to deprescribing.17,60,63,74,75 While policies may encourage clinicians
to prescribe conservatively, institutional culture and habits often prevail;
there is an urgent need to catalyze culture change.
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Target and messaging
Clinician awareness campaigns should target all clinicians who prescribe
or monitor medications, such as physicians, nurses, clinical pharmacists,
nurse practitioners, physician assistants, and pharmacy technicians.
Research on provider-targeted interventions to reduce overuse of health
care services shows several effective methods for changing the behavior
of health professionals:
•

•

•

Unblinded peer comparison reports have been shown to reduce
overprescribing, by showing clinicians how they are prescribing
compared to comparably situated peers, and appealing to their
competitive nature.55,76,77
Communications to prescribers describing harm to patients from
inappropriate prescribing has also been shown to be effective at
reducing overprescribing.78
Encouraging conversations among clinicians about the harm
caused by overuse, by creating a safe environment for discussion
while providing educational materials, has been proven to reduce
unnecessary tests and procedures.79

Although demonstrating the harm from medication overload is important,
an overly negative message might alienate clinicians. Clinicians are
understandably wary of campaigns that ignore the clinical complexities
and challenges associated with prescribing, such as efforts to make
clinicians prescribe blood pressure medications to all patients above a
certain target, or forced tapering of opioids for all patients on a certain
dose. Campaigns that show clinicians as potential “champions” for their
patients, rather than blame them or impose new mandates, are likely to
be more effective. Most previous efforts to reduce overprescribing have
focused on certain drug classes, rather than on deprescribing in general.
More research is needed to determine what messages could be effective in
promoting general deprescribing in older adults.
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Clinician awareness campaigns in hospital and residential care settings
Efforts to raise awareness among clinicians about
harm from medication overload and to promote
prescription checkups will be different across
different care settings. In acute care settings,
campaigns often focus on the discharge process—
encouraging physicians to involve pharmacists in
the discharge process; raising awareness about the
importance of conducting a prescription checkup
at discharge; and encouraging communication with
patients and their primary care providers about any
medication changes. In hospitals and other acute
care settings, these points can be communicated
through case conferences, hospital rounds, printed
materials, and continuing education courses. Conducting these campaigns within the hospital generally requires buy-in from institutional leadership,
and success may depend on clinicians’ willingness to
learn about deprescribing.

In residential care settings, such as skilled nursing
facilities and long-term care facilities, awareness
campaigns may focus on recognizing unnecessary
or inappropriate drug use in the very old and frail
adult population; prescribing and deprescribing
based on the goals of care set by patients and
families; and identifying “low-hanging fruit” for
deprescribing. These awareness campaigns can be
communicated through printed materials, one-onone academic detailing, and educational sessions
or continuing education series offered within the
residential care facility.

Communication channels
As with other public awareness campaigns, exposing the target audience
to the campaign message as many times as possible is key, and will
require using multiple communication channels. Accommodating
different learning styles through interactive methods will also engage
more clinicians. In skilled nursing facilities, long-term care, hospitals,
and other “closed systems,” spreading the message throughout the
institution will likely be easier than in the broader community.13
Methods of communication may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Posters and brochures in clinics, hospitals, long-term care facilities,
and other health care settings;
Curated lectures and slides for presentations at medical conferences;
Online modules and webinars, which can be used for continuing
education credit;
Journal articles and op-eds in health care media;
Social media campaigns and advertising on platforms such as
Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn;
Podcasting promoting deprescribing in existing popular medical
podcasts and developing new podcasts and new content focused on
medication overload and deprescribing; and
Case studies and stories to highlight potential harm from medication
overload and benefits of deprescribing.
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Appropriate materials could be bundled into an easily downloadable
and shareable “toolkit” for dissemination. This toolkit could be used
by clinician leaders who are motivated to increase their own knowledge
of medication overload, and may also be used in clinician training and
continuing education (see Category 4 for more on interventions in clinician
training, page 52). The toolkit could contain slides for presentations at
meetings, teaching modules, webinars, case examples, guidelines for
addressing and reducing medication overload, and so on.
Methods of communication should also seek to reach clinicians in an
academic setting, through journal articles and medical conferences, to
make it clear that there is a solid research base to support deprescribing.
However, articles in journals and medical lectures rarely inspire action
in the same way as stories from social media and word of mouth. Varied
messaging is needed not only to create legitimacy for deprescribing and
make it a common part of the medical lexicon, but also to create a sense
of urgency among clinicians to examine their prescribing habits.
Key actors
Government agencies, health care institutions, private insurers,
professional organizations, and foundations are all potential organizers
and funders of provider-facing campaigns. These campaigns could
be conducted on an institutional level or on a larger scale, targeting
clinicians within a certain region or specialty. Targeting clinicians on an
institutional level is a potentially cost-effective way to raise awareness
of medication overload, and has proven to reduce overuse in previous
campaigns.55,80 The demonstrated return on investment from fewer
unnecessary hospitalizations and lower drug costs could be valuable
for convincing other institutions to conduct campaigns of their own.
While some materials for deprescribing awareness exist, new tools are
needed as well. Organizations developing deprescribing materials should
get input from both specialists and primary care clinicians, as each field
of clinicians will have insight on which deprescribing messages will be
most effective within their specialty.
Organizers of a prescriber-targeted campaign will need to work with
hospital administration, chief medical officers, or the leadership of any
institution in which the campaign will be implemented. Partnerships
with specialty societies and journals will be important for helping
disseminate key messages, especially through continuing education.
Getting universities and societies that run medical conferences on
board is extremely important for spreading the message of deprescribing
in settings where clinicians and trainees gather to learn. Creating a
broad base of support will be important to counter the influence of
the pharmaceutical industry.
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Health professionals and specialty organizations will be crucial partners
for creating and disseminating messages. Potential partners for a
clinician-targeted campaign include:
•

•

•

Clinician organizations such as the American Medical Association,
American Nurses Association, American Pharmacists Association,
and American College of Physicians;
Primary care and geriatrician organizations, such as the American
Geriatrics Society, Society of General Internal Medicine, American
Association of Family Physicians, American Medical Directors
Association, and American Public Health Association;
Specialty pharmacist organizations, such as the American Society of
Health Systems Pharmacists, American College of Clinical Pharmacy,
American Society of Consultant Pharmacists, Association of Managed
Care Pharmacists, and National Community Pharmacists Association.

First steps of implementation
“DEPRESCRIBING CHAMPIONS” PROJECT
Changing institutional culture on a large scale is difficult, but having a
few dedicated champions can make a significant impact on prescribing
within institutions such as teaching hospitals and nursing homes.
A first step would be an effort to identify potential “deprescribing
champions,” who are enthusiastic about raising awareness about
deprescribing within their institutions. Having clinician leaders who
are passionate about deprescribing has an influence on colleagues and
trainees, and creates a positive feedback loop.
This project would identify interested individuals and provide them
with support in terms of materials (such as the deprescribing “toolkit”
mentioned previously) and opportunities for mentorship. The NICHE
(Nurses Improving Care for Healthsystem Elders) Leadership Training
program, which provides education for nurses to improve geriatric care,
and the Lown Right Care Educators program, which gave chief residents
resources to reduce overuse at their institutions, are examples of
successful programs after which a “deprescribing champions” program
could be modeled.81,82

“When I come on service, my residents order fewer
unnecessary blood tests and they do a medication
review, because they know that I care about these
things. Residents get to know the practice of the
attending physician and they adapt.”
— Dr. Emily McDonald
McGill University Health Centre
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SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN
Many clinicians are now active on social media and listen to podcasts,
and use these platforms to gain information on a regular basis.
Creating a social media campaign to raise awareness of medication
overload, focusing specifically on Twitter and the most popular medical
podcasts, has the potential to reach tens of thousands of physicians at
a lower cost than traditional broadcast media. A podcast series raising
awareness about medication overload and deprescribing would be a
good first step in this social media campaign. Reaching an audience of
younger clinicians with the message of appropriate prescribing has the
added benefit of a long-term return on investment from building good
prescribing habits early.

Conclusion
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Existing research on medication overload and deprescribing initiatives
shows the importance of raising awareness among patients, clinicians,
and members of the general public about the harms of medication
overload, and the potential positive impact of awareness campaigns on
deprescribing. While we have divided awareness initiatives into three
recommendations based on the target audience, conducting awareness
campaigns that target patients, clinicians, and families/caregivers at
the same time is essential for having the greatest impact on medication
overload. Significant resources and institutional and government
partnerships will be necessary to carry out these campaigns to reach
a wide audience. At the same time, there are also actionable first steps
which can be pursued in the immediate future and build on previous
successful campaigns.
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CATEGORY 3:

Improve Information
at the Point of Care

Information available to clinicians at the point of care (when
clinicians and patients are making treatment decisions) makes
it easy for them to prescribe but difficult to deprescribe. Clinical
practice guidelines, which doctors and other prescribers rely on
to make treatment decisions, include plenty of information about
how to prescribe medications, but rarely provide information
comparing benefits and harms of drugs, how long drugs should be
continued, when doses should be lowered, and how medications
should be deprescribed.5,83 Step-by-step guidelines explaining how
to deprescribe medications are often not available to clinicians at the
time they most need it: during visits with patients.18
Inadequate reporting of adverse drug events to the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) gives clinicians and patients a skewed
picture of the potential risks and benefits of medications, making it
impossible for them to make truly informed decisions.84 Additionally,
electronic health record (EHR) systems allow for easy prescribing
and prescription refills, but make it difficult to view all of the
medications patients are taking and rarely include guidance for
stopping medications.
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The following recommendations address these key information gaps
that lead to overprescribing and failure to deprescribe. Although
knowledge gaps are commonly cited as a barrier to deprescribing,
just providing information to clinicians is not sufficient to change
prescribing norms. Better knowledge will translate into better
prescribing and deprescribing only with corresponding efforts
to raise awareness about the importance of reducing medication
overload and system changes to coordinate care and give clinicians
time to deprescribe.

Key takeaways for improving information at the point of care
•
•
•
•

•

Creating and disseminating deprescribing guidelines is an effective and feasible
way to overcome clinician knowledge gaps and facilitate deprescribing.
Updating clinical practice guidelines to include information on careful prescribing and
deprescribing is a top priority, but will require buy-in from clinician specialty groups.
Aligning key stakeholders and reaching consensus on necessary guideline changes is
an important first step toward updating clinical guidelines.
Improvements in adverse drug event reporting would help prescribers make informed
medication decisions. These changes will require government agency buy-in and broad
support from health care professionals, patient advocates, and nonprofits.
Making electronic health records interoperable and user friendly would help
facilitate deprescribing.

Recommendation:
Create and
disseminate
deprescribing
guidelines to
help clinicians
learn how to
safely deprescribe
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We recommend creating new deprescribing guidelines and sharing
existing deprescribing guidelines widely in hospitals, clinics, and all
other health care settings to fill knowledge gaps and reduce barriers
to deprescribing. Members of deprescribing networks as well as other
researchers should be engaged in developing new guidelines, while
government agencies and foundations could provide the funding
necessary to create and disseminate guidelines.
Background
Even when clinicians want to reduce medication overload for their
patients, a lack of information on how to deprescribe can be a barrier
to action.18,68 Without explicit guidance on when and how to deprescribe,
clinicians may be fearful of causing harm by discontinuing a drug,
tapering too quickly, or not choosing the right drugs to deprescribe
first.13,18,68 Providing clinicians with deprescribing guidelines and
algorithms can help them overcome these fears and knowledge gaps,
giving them greater confidence to counsel their patients, and develop
and implement deprescribing plans.85 Additionally, deprescribing
guidelines can help reduce adverse events caused by discontinuing
or tapering drugs too quickly, and can help clinicians better recognize
and address withdrawal symptoms.
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Key actors
Any groups developing new deprescribing guidelines should build
on existing work, such as that of the Bruyère Research Institute in
Ottawa, Ontario. The Bruyère Institute has developed a method and
instruction manual for creating new deprescribing guidelines, and will
be an important partner in this process. The Institute for Healthcare
Improvement (IHI) and the Commonwealth Fund have previously
partnered successfully with Canadian researchers to implement
deprescribing initiatives in various health care settings, including
deprescribing guidelines.86 The World Health Organization (WHO),
which launched a major initiative on Medications Without Harm, would
also be a useful partner in developing and disseminating deprescribing
guidelines internationally.
Estimates range from about $130,000 to $200,000 to create a
deprescribing guideline for a particular medication, depending on the
length of the process.87 Government agencies, such as the Agency for
Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), and foundations interested
in aging and patient safety could provide the funding necessary to
undertake high-quality evidence reviews that could be used to create
and disseminate guidelines. The International Program for U.S. Health
Care System Innovation, created by the Commonwealth Fund and
IHI, previously supported the creation of deprescribing guidelines as
an “innovation case study.”86 The Commonwealth Fund, IHI, and other
quality improvement or research organizations may be interested in
continuing to support the creation and dissemination of guidelines.
Support from health care institutions and researchers will also be crucial
for disseminating the guidelines, including:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
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Clinical associations and professional societies such as the American
Hospital Association, American Nurses Association, American
Association of Nurse Practitioners, American Academy of Physician
Assistants, American Medical Association, American Geriatrics
Society, American Association of Family Physicians, and American
College of Physicians;
Deprescribing networks, such as the Canadian Deprescribing
Network, Australian Deprescribing Network, and U.S. Deprescribing
Research Network, as well as initiatives dedicated to reducing
overuse, such as Choosing Wisely;
Academic institutions, researchers, and thought leaders who work
in the deprescribing field, such as those at the Bruyére Research
Institute;
Patient advocacy groups and patient safety groups;
Medical schools and teaching hospitals;
Hospitals, clinics, long-term care facilities, and other health care
institutions that are interested in reducing medication overload;
Public health agencies, such as WHO and the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention;
Integrated health systems, such as Kaiser Permanente, which
are developing innovations in medication management and care
coordination.
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Disseminating deprescribing guidelines
Several organizations have developed deprescribing guidelines that
provide information on how to discontinue specific drug classes or
deprescribe in specific patient populations. Existing deprescribing
guidelines should be widely promoted to American clinicians, health care
institutions, patients, caregivers, students and trainees, and anyone else
who manages medications (see Existing deprescribing guidelines and
guidances). Clinicians should be able to access one-page deprescribing
algorithms (the most popular form of guidelines) easily through
electronic health records and/or readily available printed versions at
their clinics and hospitals.101
Further steps toward making deprescribing guidelines more easily
available would be reinstituting the National Guidelines Clearinghouse, or
creating a similar repository of deprescribing guidelines online. Creation
of an app that contains deprescribing guidelines would also be extremely
useful for both clinicians and patients or caregivers, to take them through
the deprescribing process step by step. Social media may also be an
effective way to distribute deprescribing guidelines to clinicians.

Existing deprescribing guidelines and guidances
•

•

•

•
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The Bruyère Research Institute in Ottawa, Ontario
has developed several guidelines for deprescribing certain medications, including proton pump
inhibitors, benzodiazepines, antipsychotics, and
diabetes medications.88
The University of Sydney, in partnership with
the Cognitive Decline Partnership Center and
the Bruyére Institute, created a deprescribing
guideline for cholinesterase inhibitors (often
used to treat dementia).88,89
The Scottish government’s polypharmacy working
group has developed guidelines for deprescribing
benzodiazepines, antipsychotics in patients with
dementia, and “z-drugs” (sleep medications).90
Australian researchers created a guideline for
deprescribing in advanced cancer patients to help
reduce potentially inappropriate prescribing in
advanced cancer patients.91

•

•

•

•
•

The Veterans Affairs National Quality Scholars
Fellowship Program and the Institute of Mental
Health in Singapore have both developed several
deprescribing guides for patients with mental
illness.92-94
The American Diabetes Association’s Standard
of Care for older adults includes deprescribing
information.95
The American Geriatrics Society and the UK’s
National Institute for Healthcare Excellence have
developed guidelines for caring for older adults
with chronic conditions, including information on
prescribing and deprescribing.96-98
The Oregon Geriatrics Society, with Kaiser Permanente, developed guidelines for deprescribing.99
The CDC developed a guideline for deprescribing
opioids for chronic pain.100
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“Clinicians have access to easy-to-use point-of-care
guidance about how to prescribe medications. We
should aim for similarly useful, easily accessible, and
easy-to-use tools for deprescribing.”
— Michael Steinman
Professor of Medicine, University of California, San Francisco

Creating new deprescribing guidelines
Although many existing deprescribing guidelines are available, more
deprescribing guidelines for different classes of drugs are needed.
No deprescribing guidelines are available for numerous drug classes,
several of which should be high priorities for deprescribing. Examples
include statins, urinary anticholinergic drugs, antidepressants, beta
blockers and other antihypertensives, muscle relaxants, non-opioid pain
medications, atypical antipsychotics, and antiplatelets.102 Additionally,
deprescribing guidelines for specific settings and patient groups, such
as palliative care patients and older patients with limited life expectancy,
are needed. Although supplements and vitamins may be lower priorities
for deprescribing, these medications are potential “low-hanging fruit”
for deprescribing to help relieve pill burden and drug costs; having a
deprescribing guideline for supplements could facilitate this.
Additional research is needed for crafting new deprescribing guidelines
for other drug classes. While a strong body of evidence shows that
certain classes of drugs can be deprescribed safely and can even improve
outcomes, more randomized controlled trials studying the outcomes of
deprescribing would further reduce fear of deprescribing and empower
clinicians to discontinue inappropriate medications.44,101,103 For example,
Kaiser Permanente has conducted deprescribing trials of diabetes drugs
for older patients and made this data available to demonstrate the
outcomes of deprescribing in this population.40 However, the need for
more research on deprescribing should not delay the development and
publication of new guideline content.
The Bruyère Research Institute offers a step-by-step instruction
manual for creating new deprescribing guidelines using the Grading
of Recommendations Assessment Development and Evaluation (GRADE)
system, which ensures a high level of rigor to the guideline evidence.87,104
Guideline creators should also collaborate with institutions currently
conducting research on deprescribing specific medication classes,
to make sure they have the best available evidence when crafting
the guideline.101
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Customizing deprescribing guidelines for different care settings
There are unique opportunities and challenges involved
in implementing deprescribing guidelines in different
care settings. Most deprescribing tools are targeted
at community-dwelling adults, but few have been
validated within the primary care setting.94 In pilot
tests of guidelines, some primary care sites found it
challenging to implement guidelines because of competing clinician priorities and limited time with patients
during visits.86 However, primary care clinicians often
have strong long-term relationships with patients, which
creates opportunities for deprescribing in this setting.
Tests of deprescribing guidelines have been found to
be more successful in long-term care (LTC) facilities
than in community clinics, because all members of the
care team are within the same institution, the patient’s
full medication list can be obtained, and patients can be

monitored to ensure that medication changes have
actually been implemented.86 Additionally, tools
to discontinue medications specifically for those
in residential care are available.15,30,31,105
In the hospital setting, members of the care team
are all within one institution, and can coordinate
care together, which should make implementing
deprescribing guidelines easier. However, within a
hospital setting, solving the patient’s acute problems is
often a higher priority than reviewing their medication
lists, and thus care teams do not always have time
to engage in the deprescribing process. Successful
programs to implement deprescribing generally
occur in specific situations in the hospital setting,
such as when a patient is admitted for a fall, or
upon discharge to an LTC facility.28,106,107

First steps of implementation
SPECIALTY GUIDELINE DATABASE
For maximum impact, funders and researchers could focus on
deprescribing guidelines for medicines within a specialty or class of
medication (cardiac medications, diabetes drugs, or psychiatric drugs,
for example). This would involve compiling guidelines that currently
exist for drugs in that specialty and creating additional guidelines.
Engaging specialists and primary care clinicians through the guideline
creation and compilation process is essential to 1) ensure buy-in from
colleagues for the guideline results; 2) support in disseminating these
guidelines, and 3) develop lasting relationships with specialists
and primary care clinicians in the larger deprescribing movement.
These guidelines could be advertised and promoted through professional
societies, journals, and conferences, as a targeted approach to reach
the clinicians who prescribe these drugs regularly—and should be
deprescribing them. Deprescribing guidelines should be part of the larger
effort to reduce medication overload, including educational initiatives
around geriatric care and shared decision making, and providing tools
for better communication across the care team and care settings.
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Recommendation:
Ensure that clinical
practice guidelines
include information necessary for
patient-centered
prescribing and
deprescribing

We recommend that existing and future clinical practice guidelines
be evaluated and edited to ensure that they promote careful prescribing,
shared decision making, and avoiding medication overload for older
adults. This will require buy-in from professional societies and other
guideline creators, as well as those organizations that publish or
disseminate guidelines.
Background
When clinicians look for information to help them with treatment
decisions, they are faced with a barrage of clinical practice guidelines.
Professional societies, research organizations, and government agencies
all develop guidelines for treating various medical conditions, and
sometimes their recommendations conflict. While many high-quality
clinical practice guidelines are available, others are based on lowquality evidence, or no clinical trial evidence at all, and are plagued by
financial conflicts of interest among the guideline creators.108,109 Clinical
practice guidelines present an opportunity to address medication
overload.110 Existing guidelines often exacerbate medication overload
in a variety of ways:5,18,83,111
•
•

•

Guidelines often recommend medication rather than
nonpharmacological options as the first line of treatment;
Many guideline recommendations are based on clinical trials that
did not include older patients with multiple chronic conditions,
although these guidelines are often applied to these patients;
Guidelines do not generally include information on when and how
drugs should be discontinued, or how to reduce doses gradually.

Following guidelines often results in clinicians prescribing multiple
different drugs to treat a single condition, without any clinician taking
into account patients’ other conditions and medications or taking
responsibility to ensure that doses are correct for older patients.111
Health care professionals may feel compelled to follow guidelines, even
when they know the guidelines are not appropriate for the individual
patient. Insurers use clinical targets in guidelines, such as optimal blood
pressure readings or blood sugar levels, to set performance standards
for physicians and other prescribers.112 These performance standards are
linked to payment and can push health care professionals to prescribe
additional drugs, or higher doses, to achieve the clinical goal—even
when that goal runs counter to that patient’s quality of life, safety, or
preferences.113 In some cases, efforts to improve medication adherence
based on guidelines can get in the way of deprescribing, even when
deprescribing would be better for the patient. For example, health
plans or pharmacy benefit managers may send automatic refills of
medications to patients even after they have been deprescribed,
based on the health plan’s medication adherence goals.
Adding deprescribing information to clinical practice guidelines and
alternative recommendations, particularly for older patients, could have
a significant impact on how clinicians practice and what they view as
the standard of care.
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Guideline content changes
The following content should be included in clinical practice guidelines
whenever appropriate:5,101,111,114
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

More nuanced treatment recommendations for older patients
(age 65 and over), for frail older adults, and for those with multiple
chronic conditions. This may include alternative clinical targets or
thresholds for conditions, such as blood sugar, blood pressure, and
other key indicators;
Recommendations for shared decision making and a full discussion
of the magnitude of both benefits and harms of medications;
Lower starting doses than typically recommended by manufacturers
for medications, or alternative medications that are less likely to
cause adverse drug events;
Clear warnings about potential side effects of medications, as well
as potential drug-drug interactions and drug-disease interactions;
Consideration of the total burden of multiple medications when
evaluating the benefits and harms of each medication;
Information on the drug’s “life cycle”—when stopping a drug
should be considered, or when its benefits and harms should be
reevaluated for an individual patient;
Information on how to deprescribe or taper a drug safely, and how
to monitor patients during discontinuation;
Warnings when a medication has not been tested for long-term
effectiveness and safety, or when a medication has not been tested
in a certain age group; and
Information about non-pharmacological treatments.

All content added to guidelines should be based on the best evidence
available. Where clinical trial evidence does not exist, such as for the
long-term effectiveness of some medications or safety in older adults,
comments should be included to highlight the lack of research on
this subject. As professional societies begin the process of amending
guidelines, academic institutions and research organizations such as
the National Institutes of Health should conduct research to fill in these
evidence gaps.
Key actors
Specialty and primary care societies and other clinical organizations
must be involved in addressing the current state of guidelines and could
potentially fund efforts to improve prescribing through better guidelines.
Support from clinical organizations has led to some positive changes in
guideline development; for example, the American Diabetes Association
added an addendum to their guidelines outlining recommendations
specifically for older people with diabetes.95 Buy-in from leading
independent researchers, clinicians, and academics is also important
for changing clinical guidelines.
Other institutions and organizations should encourage professional
societies to adjust or add to their guidelines. Journals that publish
guidelines could facilitate changes by requiring guidelines they publish to
include essential information for careful prescribing and deprescribing.101
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Patient advocacy groups, specifically those interested in aging and
patient safety, could lobby specialty groups to consider changes.
Organizations that measure quality based on adherence to guidelines,
such as the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), the
National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA), and AHRQ, should
support guidelines that advocate an individualized approach to
deprescribing and recognize harm from medication overload. For
example, CMS is planning to add new measures of polypharmacy to
its star rating system that would reduce hospitals’ star ratings for high
rates of “polypharmacy of anticholinergic drugs” and “polypharmacy of
central nervous system medications.” The two polypharmacy measures
were developed by the Pharmacy Quality Alliance. These measures could
spur professional societies and health plans to adjust clinical practice
guidelines to avoid medication overload.115
Primary care clinicians do not always have input in the content of
guidelines developed by professional societies, although they are often
expected to follow these guidelines. Involving primary care clinicians
as well as patient groups in specialty guideline development will be
essential for ensuring that guideline recommendations fit a model of
holistic, patient-centered care. Primary care guidelines also play a key
role in primary care practice.98 Additionally, research to fill in evidence
gaps in guideline content will be critical, as will efforts to reduce the
biasing effect of conflicts of interest among guideline creators.116,117
First steps of implementation
CONVENING OF SPECIALTY SOCIETY LEADERS
A first step to receiving support from professional societies could be to
convene leaders of key specialty societies to discuss what content should
be modified within clinical practice guidelines to reduce medication
overload. The meeting would be both educational, to present specialists
with information on why this content is necessary, and interactive,
including group discussions about priorities for this content. Although
the meeting would be targeted at specialty society leaders, other
stakeholders such as primary care physicians, geriatricians, and patient
groups should be involved in planning the meeting and invited to attend,
to offer their perspective on guidelines.
This convening would also be an opportunity to identify further
research needed for guideline content on appropriate prescribing and
deprescribing. Organizations such as CMS, NCQA, and AHRQ would
have an interest in the outcomes of such a meeting, so they could be
sources of funding for an initial gathering. Requiring that attendees
have no financial conflicts of interest would be optimal to help
overcome pharmaceutical industry influence on guideline committees.
DELPHI SURVEY TO SOLIDIFY GUIDELINE CHANGES
In addition to an in-person meeting, a virtual survey could be sent
to stakeholders across the country to identify the top priorities for
guideline changes to avoid medication overload. This survey should
target primary care clinicians, geriatricians, patients, and caregivers,
whose voices are rarely heard in the guideline creation process. This
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How electronic health records could
dramatically reduce medication overload
Electronic health records (EHRs) have the potential for
providing information that could help to reduce medication overload. Unfortunately, rather than improve the
situation, EHRs have contributed to the problem and
hindered efforts to remedy it. Electronic prescription
ordering systems, particularly in the outpatient setting,
are prone to multiple failures that often lead to inappropriate prescribing, and make it difficult for clinicians to
deprescribe.
EHRs currently promote inappropriate or unsafe prescribing in three principal ways: First, they contribute
to the fragmentation of care. A clinician writing a new
prescription for a patient frequently duplicates a drug
prescribed by another clinician. This occurs because
EHR platforms do not communicate (they are not
“interoperable”), and thus prescribers are unaware that
the patient is already taking one or more medications
from the same drug class.118 Second, few systems make
it easy for clinicians to include the indication in the
order (the condition the patient has and the reason for
the prescription), leaving clinicians to guess why a drug
was ordered in the first place. Third, when a drug has
been deprescribed, that information is rarely conveyed
to the patient’s pharmacy. Many pharmacists automatically refill prescriptions and call the patient to pick
them up, leading patients to restart medications that
were deprescribed—even when the medication
has already caused an adverse drug event.
In addition, EHRs also hinder effective prescription
checkups and deprescribing. With no unified medication list, clinicians may not recognize duplications or
excessive dosages, or see a need to reduce medication
overload.119 As Harvard Medical School professor Gordon Schiff and colleagues write, “The absence of a single
unified ‘source of truth’ about patients’ current medications causes errors and inefficiencies, with reported
discrepancy rates of 25–70 percent.”120
Some of the ways in which EHRs promote medication
overload and hinder effective deprescribing will be
ameliorated by standardizing software applications,
as the Department of Health and Human Services has
mandated for all Medicare providers by 2020. Even
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without full interoperability, a single, shared medication list, which would reside in a national, protected
database, would ease the enormous effort involved
for clinicians to reconcile medication lists. A shared
list would also allow patients to know what drugs they
are on, and why they were prescribed. While there will
inevitably be concerns about data privacy, a single,
secure site could provide considerably more protection
than current fragmented, underfunded efforts to store
medication data.
Until there is full interoperability or a centralized,
shared medication list, other refinements to existing
EHRs would reduce medication overload. For example,
information that a prescription has been discontinued
can be conveyed automatically to a patient’s pharmacy
through such programs as CancelRx, an electronic messaging system that communicates when a medication
has been stopped. EHRs can readily be reconfigured to
allow clinicians to include the indication with the prescription order. This would not only reduce duplication
of drugs and promote effective deprescribing, it would
also improve medication adherence, as patients are
more likely to continue taking a drug when they know
what it is for.120
In the future, “clinical decision support” features in
EHRs could help reduce medication errors by checking
for allergies and duplication of drugs, and providing
advanced dosing guidance.121,122 EHRs could also help
clinicians recommend non-drug alternatives, such as
changes in diet, physical therapy, and cognitive behavioral therapy. Above all, EHRs could help clinicians use
the essential principles of conservative prescribing,
such as starting treatment with only one drug at a time,
and watching for effects, and considering the long-term
impact of each new medication.123 While there have
been several task forces and calls for recommendations
to make EHRs safer and more usable, political barriers
to action remain.122,124 Without these modifications,
EHRs will continue to contribute to the burden of medications borne by older patients. For more information
about how improved EHRs could reduce medication
overload, see References #118–124.
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research would build on previous Delphi surveys that have measured
clinicians’ deprescribing priorities for new deprescribing guidelines102
and outcomes that matter most for patients with multiple chronic
conditions and their caregivers.111
Government organizations, patient advocacy groups, and deprescribing
groups (such as the new U.S. Deprescribing Research Network) could
provide funding for this survey. Such a project would also demonstrate
support among primary care clinicians and geriatricians for guideline
changes, which would put pressure on professional societies to make
these changes.

Recommendation:
Develop a more
comprehensive,
accurate, and
timely adverse
drug event
reporting system

We recommend creating initiatives to address the pressing problems
with adverse drug event (ADE) reporting, including low reporting rates,
data variability, and low accessibility. This will take coordinated action
by government agencies that manage ADE reporting databases, clinician
professional societies, and patient groups. An important first step to
changing the adverse drug event reporting system is for the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA), which monitors ADEs, to partner with
a nonprofit convening and research institution such as the National
Academy of Medicine (formerly the Institute of Medicine) to revisit
issues in the ADE reporting system and create a new plan of action.
Background
The lack of accurate information about drug side effects (especially
for newly approved drugs) contributes to medication overload. Neither
clinicians nor patients have enough information at the point of care to
assess the risk of drug side effects, in part because the ADE reporting is
flawed and incomplete. The FDA’s increased use of fast-track approval
for new drugs exacerbates this problem, because potential safety issues
are not often detected in clinical trials before approval.125
Low rates of ADE reporting make it more difficult to prevent future
ADEs. Without accurate discharge information and coding, patients can
be represcribed the same culprit drug when out of the hospital. In a
Canadian study that tracked ADEs at three hospitals, one-third of the
adverse drug events they tracked were repeat ADEs.126 Without accurate
reporting, the extent of these events is unknown, making it harder to
address the problem.

“Fixing our adverse drug event reporting system
would reduce the ‘detective work’ clinicians and
patients have to do to find out what could be
causing certain side effects.”
— Sharon Levine, MD
Board of Directors, School of Medicine, Kaiser Permanente
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The FDA keeps track of adverse drug events through the Federal Adverse
Event Reporting System (FAERS). Health care professionals and patients
may report adverse drug events to the FDA or to the manufacturer.
While adverse drug event reporting is voluntary for clinicians and
patients, manufacturers are required to share reports they receive
with the FDA. The FDA issues regular updates and uses FAERS to look
for new safety concerns and publish safety alerts.127
The rate at which adverse drug events are reported is notoriously low.
Worldwide, it is estimated that only 6 percent of ADEs that occur are
reported.128 Studies of voluntary reporting by health professionals
estimate that only 1 percent of suspected serious ADEs in the U.S.
are reported to the FDA.129 Another study found that pharmaceutical
companies fail to report about 10 percent of all serious ADEs to the
FDA within the 15-day required time period.128-130
A few of the reasons why reporting rates of ADEs are low among health
care professionals are: clinicians cannot always determine what caused
an ADE (especially in the case of polypharmacy) and do not often have
the time to report them; reporting systems are not integrated into
electronic health records; and the process for reporting ADEs is not
well known.129 While patients are motivated to report ADEs, they may
not be aware of how and where to do so.131
The FDA’s Sentinel initiative is a new program designed to identify
potential safety issues with approved medications, by proactively
analyzing administrative data and insurance claims. Sentinel was
launched in 2007 to bring together data from multiple health care
systems into one place, and was fully implemented in 2016. Over the
next five years, the FDA is taking steps to expand Sentinel to use even
more real-world data, enhance the program’s analytic capabilities, and
make Sentinel a sustainable national resource for monitoring medication
safety. However, the FDA acknowledges that it has limited resources to
achieve these goals.132
Key actors
The FDA is central to improving ADE reporting. Any policy or program
changes at the agency will require proactive FDA leadership, and, likely,
additional funding from Congress or industry. Other organizations
involved in efforts to improve collection of ADEs include:
•
•
•
•
•

The World Health Organization, which has already conducted
international initiatives to improve ADE reporting;
National Coordinating Council for Medication Error Reporting
and Prevention;
Institute for Safe Medication Practices;
Safe Use Initiative; and
Quality improvement organizations.

Clinician specialty groups and patient advocacy groups can also play
an important role in raising awareness about the importance of ADE
reporting. Additionally, electronic health record (EHR) vendors and
innovators must be involved in streamlining the reporting process.
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First steps of implementation
The current inadequacies of the ADE reporting system are well known;
however, a clear path to addressing these systemic problems remains
elusive. A first step could be creating a group of interested clinicians,
researchers, and patients to partner with the FDA and a nonprofit
convening and research institution such as the National Academy of
Medicine to address gaps in the ADE reporting system. In 2005, the
NAM held a workshop to discuss issues in adverse drug event reporting,
including recommendations for consumer outreach, drug labeling, and
research to improve ADE reporting.133
Given the increase in ADEs over the past decade, as well as developments
in the FDA’s reporting systems such as Sentinel, it is critical to return
to this issue with a new, independent or federally funded panel. This
convening should bring together multiple stakeholders, including
government agencies, quality improvement organizations, EHR vendors,
and clinician and patient groups, to identify top priorities for change in
ADE reporting and create a plan of action to address them.

Conclusion
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Clinicians and patients often lack information at the point of care
necessary to make informed decisions to prescribe, or deprescribe,
medications. Some of the information gaps are more easily filled than
others; for example, deprescribing guidelines for certain drug classes
are already available and only need to be disseminated, while
deciphering side effect risks from our incomplete and confusing
ADE reporting system will take years to fix. For all of these
recommendations, stakeholder engagement is key. To change existing
clinical practice guidelines, professional societies and clinicians who
develop the guidelines must be involved. Federal agency buy-in will
be necessary for changes to ADE reporting to ensure more accurate,
complete, and timely information about ADEs. Deprescribing networks,
which have valuable information about how to move from developing
deprescribing guidelines to actual deprescribing, must also be engaged.
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CATEGORY 4:

Educate and Train Health
Professionals to Reduce
Medication Overload

From undergraduate training, through residencies and continuing
education (CE), nowhere is learning about the harms of medication
overload a mandated part of the curriculum for most clinicians.
The crucial skills of how to analyze and evaluate drug research
trials, assess the harms and benefits of medications before
prescribing, proactively monitor for and avoid medication overload,
and determine how and when to pause or stop medications are not
adequately emphasized in most health professional curricula or after
graduation.
With the exception of geriatric medicine rotations, students and
trainees get little instruction in how to adjust treatment for the
needs of older adults—for example, using lower doses or watching
for side effects that can masquerade as disease symptoms. As a
result, clinicians may overprescribe for older patients, or indeed
any patient with multiple chronic illnesses, and once that has
occurred they often feel unprepared or unqualified to discontinue
medications.12,134,135
Making careful prescribing and deprescribing a greater priority
in medical education and training will be essential for reducing
medication overload in the long term. These recommendations
address needed changes to undergraduate, graduate (residency),
and post-graduate/continuing education for health professionals.
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Key takeaways for education and training
•

•
•
•

Health professions training programs should put more emphasis on geriatric care,
critical thinking around medication use, the importance of shared decision making,
recognizing medication overload, and how to safely deprescribe medications.
Changes need to be made in all health professional schools where the prescribing
and monitoring of medications is an important part of the curriculum.
Case-based learning and experiential training are important methods for students
to learn prescribing and deprescribing skills.
Continuing education on careful prescribing and deprescribing in the form of
in-person seminars, case conferences, online modules, academic detailing, and podcasts should be made available to all health professions who prescribe or
recommend medications.

Recommendation:
Enhance health
professions school
curricula to teach
clinical trainees
proficiency in
careful prescribing
and deprescribing

We recommend enhancing clinical and allied health professions
school curricula to include more information about patient-centered
prescribing and deprescribing. To successfully implement these
changes, educational institutions, senior clinicians and instructors,
accreditation organizations, licensing and testing organizations will need
to participate. To design the necessary changes and persuade teaching
institutions to adopt them, it is important to partner with the Association
of American Medical Colleges, student organizations, and professional
societies. While the process of changing curriculum standards nationally
is challenging, piloting programs at individual institutions can validate
curricula and evaluate these changes for scalability.
Background
In most health professional schools in the U.S., education and
training around avoiding medication overload and deprescribing is
inadequate.101 For medical, physician assistant, pharmacy, and nursing
students, prescribing is often taught as a technical skill (how to apply
guidelines) rather than a process that involves tailoring prescribing to
the unique circumstances of individual patients.135 Students learn that
there are “good drugs” and “bad drugs,” not that a certain drug may
be appropriate for some patients at some point in their lives but not
at other times, or that non-pharmacological treatments may be the
preferred option.135 The potential risks of medications (especially overthe-counter medications, which are often seen by patients as harmless),
when drugs should be stopped, and the process of deprescribing
are underemphasized in most clinical training. Students also need
grounding in how drug research is conducted and applied.
Pharmacy students, though they may have much more education around
the appropriate use and side effects of medications, do not receive
sufficient training in how to have conversations with patients about
prescribing and communicating when a drug should be stopped.135 All
health trainees who will one day prescribe medications must be trained
to recognize the importance of careful prescribing and deprescribing.
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Curricula changes
We recommend that the following key topics be added to health
professional curricula to improve trainees’ knowledge and skills around
prescribing. Trainees should demonstrate that they know how to:
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Find and use trustworthy assessments of clinical evidence around
medication benefits and harms (e.g., absolute risk, number needed
to treat, and more);
Understand the prevalence and magnitude of side effects associated
with commonly prescribed medications;
Deliver age-friendly health care incorporating the 4Ms of agefriendly health systems: Medication, Mentation, Mobility, and what
Matters to the patient. This includes being able to have shared
decision making conversations with patients and family members
about medications;136
Communicate concerns regarding another physician’s prescription
with their patient and with the prescribing physician;
Conduct prescription checkups and discontinue drugs when
appropriate;
Identify low-value medications that may not add benefit for patients
and medications that are more likely to cause harm in certain
populations;
Recognize the need for different prescribing and dosing for older
patients with multiple chronic conditions;
Recognize medications that once provided benefit to the patient and
may no longer provide benefit;
Offer non-medication treatments when appropriate;
Access deprescribing tools and guidelines; and
Recognize and report adverse drug events, drug-drug interactions,
and drug-disease interactions.

Case-based learning is an important educational tool, which instructors
can use to illustrate common scenarios in which medication overload
could be avoided. Schools could partner with patient advocates to
have them share their stories as an introduction to deprescribing.
Hearing patients relate their experiences with medication overload
and deprescribing can help trainees make an emotional connection to
the topic, identify ways in which they can prevent medication overload,
and recognize when they should consider deprescribing.
Much of health professional training is experiential, or taught through
doing. Most schools now incorporate clinical experience from the
beginning of undergraduate education to allow students to use what
they have learned in a clinical setting. There should be opportunities
for students to learn prescribing and deprescribing skills “in the real
world.”135 For example, the Yale Initiative to Minimize Pharmaceutical
Risk in Older Veterans (IMPROVE) polypharmacy clinic improved
prescribing knowledge and skills in residents and nurse practitioners
through a combination of lectures and clinic visits.137
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Similarly, the University of British Columbia Faculty of Pharmaceutical
Sciences runs a pharmacy clinic for pharmacy students. Much of this
work involves medication overload cases, teaching students both the
deprescribing process and how to communicate with patients.138
Medical, physician assistant, nursing, and pharmacy schools should
assess students on their understanding of the topics mentioned above,
to emphasize their importance.

“Learning how to approach another physician
regarding overprescribing of their common patient
without putting that professional on the defensive
is a difficult skill, but so very necessary.”
—Gayle Esposito
Patient Safety Advocate, Mothers Against Medical Error

Key actors
Implementing these changes will require support from educational
institutions and organizations, including:
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

The Association of American Medical Colleges, which oversees
undergraduate medical education curricula and institutions;
Organizations representing medical students and other health
professionals in training, such as the American Medical Student
Association, Academy of Student Pharmacists, Committee of Interns
and Residents, and National Student Nurses’ Association;
Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education, which
evaluates medical residency and internship programs;
The Federation of State Medical Boards, which supports America’s
state medical boards in licensing, disciplining, and regulating
physicians and other health care professionals;
The National Board of Medical Examiners, which creates and
administers the medical licensing exam;
Accreditation and education groups for other health professionals,
such as the American Association of Colleges of Nursing and
Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education;
The Advisory Committee on Interdisciplinary, Community-Based
Linkages, which developed recommendations for integrating
interprofessional, age-friendly care into health professions
curricula; and
Quality education initiatives such as the Quality and Safety Education
for Nurses Institute, which proposes targets for nursing education
programs and leads curriculum pilot programs that focus on safety
and quality competencies.

Support from clinician groups, specialty organizations, and deprescribing
networks will also be critical for making the case to educational
institutions for updating curricula.
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First steps of implementation
DEPRESCRIBING CURRICULUM PILOT
The first steps for implementing the recommended changes will be to
develop a framework for incorporating patient-centered prescribing
and deprescribing competencies into curricula, and then to pilot this
framework at institutions interested in including these competencies.
Piloting new prescribing and deprescribing curricula would demonstrate
the benefits of teaching these skills in school, identify best practices
for teaching these topics, and troubleshoot potential challenges in
implementation. Clinical schools that focus on experiential learning,
shared decision making, and interprofessional teamwork would be
ideal for piloting curriculum changes.
PHARMACY SCHOOL DEPRESCRIBING CONCENTRATION
Many students use school as an opportunity to learn about different
specialties, and consider which specialty might be right for them.
While appropriate prescribing and deprescribing are competencies that
all clinicians must master, offering pharmacy students the opportunity
to “specialize” in geriatric polypharmacy would cultivate more interest
in the topic of deprescribing and give it more prestige, while providing
students with the substantial knowledge and experience it takes to
become an expert. A deprescribing “concentration” or “specialty”
would also be an attractive option for pharmacy students who want
to work in geriatric or primary care clinical settings.

Recommendation:
Incorporate
patient-centered
prescribing and
deprescribing into
continuing
education (CE)
curricula and
develop new
CE content
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We recommend integrating information on appropriate prescribing
and deprescribing into continuing education (CE) curricula, and,
when necessary, developing new CE content in the form of in-person
seminars, case conferences, online modules, academic detailing, and
podcasts. Support from the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical
Education, the American Nurses Credentialing Center, the Accreditation
Council for Pharmacy Education, and other accreditation bodies for
health professionals will be required to create new CE content and
programs. Buy-in from professional societies and state licensing
boards will also be important for disseminating these materials.
Background
CE updates clinicians on the latest research and sharpens their skills.
All clinicians must spend a certain number of hours per year (or two)
on CE to maintain their licenses (the number of credits required varies
by state). For practicing clinicians, who likely did not receive training
in deprescribing skills in school, CE is an opportunity to learn. In recent
years, some organizations have begun developing and disseminating
CE content about careful prescribing and deprescribing, indicating a
promising trend in continuing education.
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Types of continuing education and key actors
CE activities can take many different forms, including in-person
seminars and case conferences, training and information available online,
and more. Research has shown that information presented through
multiple methods and multiple exposures is often necessary for retention,
and learning is enhanced when the education is interactive.139 Educational
information on appropriate prescribing and deprescribing should be
incorporated into existing CE activities related to medication use.
New CE activities may also need to be created, particularly in cases
where existing CE is pharma-funded. Development of any new CE
activities will require accreditation from various bodies, such as
the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education. Other
important partnerships will depend on the type of CE being created.
Some of the most important types of CE to consider are:
COURSES
CE courses are typically in-person seminars or training, including
conferences. In 2018, about 85,000 in-person CE courses were available
for health care professionals, making them the most popular form of
CE.140 Developing CE seminars for conferences will require partnerships
with the professional societies that run these conferences. In-person
training outside of conferences will require working with health care
institutions to create and implement the curricula. Patient advocates
who have experienced harm from medication overload should be
included as participants to share their stories. Any seminars or
trainings should be interactive and expose participants to key
messages in multiple ways.
And crucially, CE events must be free of pharmaceutical industry
funding, to prevent industry from co-opting the message of careful
prescribing. PharmedOUT, a Georgetown University Medical Center
initiative that provides pharma-free CE content and other teaching
tools, could be a key partner for disseminating CE on careful prescribing.

“Any continuing education event funded by pharma
is a marketing event, not an educational event.”
—Alan Cassels
Communications Director, Therapeutics Initiative
University of British Columbia
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ONLINE MEETINGS AND MATERIALS
Although in-person courses are still the most popular form of CE, online
CE activities are rapidly growing. In 2018, 54,000 CE activities could be
found online, including live webinars, online modules, podcasts, and
more.140 Research has shown that CE delivered online is effective at
promoting evidence-based decision making for clinicians, especially
if the material is interactive.139,141 Clinicians also value the convenience
and cost-effectiveness of CE available online. Some clinical journals,
such as the American Family Physician (AFP), have created online modules
on deprescribing for CE; early adopters such as AFP would make
good partners for dissemination. Partnerships with clinician thought
leaders, particularly those active on social media, will also be helpful in
disseminating online CE.
SCHEDULED SERIES
Scheduled series are in-person courses planned in multiple ongoing
sessions, such as Grand Rounds or Morbidity and Mortality conferences.
In 2018, institutions sponsored about 24,000 of these CE activities.140
Scheduled series are convenient for clinicians because they occur within
their institution; they are in-person and interactive, which helps
retention; and they occur regularly, which gives clinicians multiple
exposures to the information. Case-based learning creates an emotional
connection through patient stories. These types of events would allow
clinicians to identify ways in which they can prevent medication
overload and become more proficient in deprescribing. These CE
activities are generally conducted on an institutional level, so
developing scheduled series will require partnering with health
care institutions or clinician leaders.
ACADEMIC DETAILING
Academic detailing is a program in which a representative from
a public health agency or academic institution visits clinicians in
person to discuss new research and provide educational materials.
This educational intervention has been shown to reduce inappropriate
prescribing.142 In one study of academic detailing intended to reduce
prescribing of three drug groups, physicians who received personal
educational visits by clinical pharmacists along with a series of mailed
materials reduced their prescribing of the target drugs by 14 percent,
compared to pharmacists in a control group.143
However, evaluating the cost-effectiveness of academic detailing
has had mixed results. Academic detailing has been shown to reduce
overprescribing of expensive medications, but one-on-one meetings
with clinicians are costly, and multiple visits are often needed to send
a strong message.144,145 Implementing academic detailing will require
partnerships with public health agencies and academic institutions to
secure funding and hire teachers.
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In-person courses
are the most popular
form of continuing
education, followed
by online courses
and scheduled series.

Educate and Train Health Professionals

First steps of implementation
The first steps toward incorporating new content into CE or
implementing a new CE program will be to partner with clinicians
and researchers to develop content, test the modules, and have them
approved or accredited by the appropriate bodies. Next steps will be
partnering with health care institutions, professional societies, or
clinician thought leaders to make this CE available at conferences,
health care institutions, and online. The following are examples of new
CE projects that could be implemented within a relatively short timeline.
DEPRESCRIBING “GRAND ROUNDS”
Grand Rounds are regular lectures that take place regularly at hospitals
and other health care institutions. Many health care institutions
use Grand Rounds to highlight a systemic issue within the health
care system more broadly, such as overuse, misdiagnosis, or health
reform. Grand Rounds are also an opportunity for clinicians to leave
their specialty and professional silos and interact around a common
problem. Some schools, such as the Dell Medical School at the University
of Texas, have successfully conducted Grand Rounds explicitly focused on
deprescribing.146
PODCAST SERIES ON DEPRESCRIBING
Podcasts have become an increasingly popular form of education
for clinicians. A podcast series that delves into the details of how to
deprescribe classes of medications would be a valuable tool. Such a
series could include discussions between clinicians and patients about
how to overcome communication barriers to deprescribing. Developing
this series as part of an existing health care podcast would ensure a
high level of listenership. Collaborating with thought leaders in the
space would increase dissemination as well.

Conclusion
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Clinical education and continuing education have historically not
provided sufficient training for students and clinicians to learn how
to prescribe carefully and deprescribe. More emphasis should be placed
on geriatric care and the potential harms of medication overload, while
giving students and clinicians real-world opportunities to practice shared
decision making conversations about medications. These educational
opportunities can come in many forms, including case-based learning,
experiential learning, conference seminars, and online modules and
social media. Giving clinicians and students greater competency in
patient-centered prescribing, shared decision making, communicating
uncertainty, and deprescribing will strengthen their ability to recognize
medication overload, enhance their skills as clinicians and caregivers,
and enable them to serve their patients by avoiding the harms associated
with medication overload and adverse drug events.
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CATEGORY 5:

Reduce Industry
Influence

Pharmaceutical industry marketing plays a powerful role in driving
medication overload. Direct-to-consumer advertising (DTCA), on
which drug companies spend an estimated $6 billion a year, is
perhaps the most obvious way the industry perpetuates the idea
of a “pill for every ill.”10 These advertisements heavily promote
the benefits of costly medications while downplaying harms by
using long, fast-spoken (or small-print) descriptions of side
effects. In one study of drug advertisements aired on television
in 2015 and 2016, none included a quantitative presentation of the
risks of harm.147 While many drug advertisements highlight specific
drugs, others redefine normal conditions as illnesses requiring
medical treatment, a practice known as “medicalization,” or
“disease mongering.”148
The drug industry markets even more heavily to health care
professionals, spending more than $20 billion a year on face-to-face
promotion, free samples, promotional meetings, continuing medical
education, promoting expensive branded products over cheaper
generics, and other marketing activities. Research demonstrates
that this marketing increases unnecessary and inappropriate
prescribing.149 In addition, the industry influences what clinicians
and patients know about drugs through funding of clinical trials, the
results of which are often biased in favor of a sponsor’s product.150
Finally, clinical practice guidelines, which doctors and other
prescribers turn to for guidance in treatment decisions, are often
written by experts with financial ties to industry.116
This category of the action plan details recommendations to
counter directly the negative influence of pharmaceutical marketing
on quality medication use. However, it should be noted that the
pharmaceutical industry influences nearly every other category
as well, from public awareness to clinical practice guidelines to
medical education. Changing America’s culture of prescribing will
require efforts to reduce the pharmaceutical industry’s influence
on clinicians, patients, and families.
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Key takeaways for reducing industry influence
•

•

To reduce the impact of pharmaceutical sales rep visits, we recommend policies
to limit pharmaceutical industry detailing on an institutional level, eliminate
the drug samples loophole from the Physician Sunshine Act, require better
regulation of drug samples, and use peer pressure to limit drug rep visits.
To counter the influence of direct-to-consumer advertising, we recommend
legislation to ban direct-to-consumer advertising (DTCA) or remove the DTCA
federal tax break, implementation of stricter content requirements to include
more useful effectiveness and safety information in ads, and public campaigns
demanding that regulators remove particularly misleading ads.

Recommendation:
Stop or limit
pharmaceutical
industry
marketing
to clinicians

“Detailing” refers to visits from pharmaceutical sales representatives
(or “reps”), who provide clinicians and other staff with information
about medications. These visits often include free samples of
medications and a meal for the office or branded merchandise (pens,
coffee mugs, etc.). Although these gifts seem small, a large body of
research shows that visits from drug reps significantly influence
prescribing.151 Doctors who receive drug samples are more likely to
prescribe expensive brand-name drugs, even when cheaper options
are available in generic form or over the counter.152
Drug samples are particularly effective in changing clinicians’
prescribing habits. According to self-reported surveys, doctors
regularly provide patients with samples, most commonly to avoid
cost to uninsured patients, even when the drug sample differs from
the clinician’s first choice for treatment.153 Free drug samples almost
always lead to a full prescription of the new, expensive brand-name
drug, which can, in the long run, increase patients’ out-of-pocket
costs and expose them to medications whose side effects are not yet
well characterized.154,155

“The sense of obligation incurred by receipt of even
such small gifts likely cements the pseudo-social
bond between physicians and pharmaceutical
industry representatives. The power of this bond
should not be underestimated.”
—Dr. Timothy Lahey
Professor and Clinical Ethics Committee Chair
Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical Center154
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While a nationwide ban on pharmaceutical industry sales rep visits
would likely have the most impact, it is also unlikely to survive court
challenges. However, other, easier-to-implement institutional and
government policies could counter the effect of drug representatives
to reduce medication overload.
Limit pharmaceutical detailing on an institutional level
While visits from pharmaceutical sales reps are widely accepted in
the medical community, some health care institutions have placed
limits on these visits by banning gifts or drug samples from drug reps
and restricting their access to facilities at certain times or locations.
Other institutions have adopted strict “no-see” policies, banning
detailing entirely. Notably, the Veterans Health Administration (VA)
has denied sales reps access to all “patient care areas” and requires
reps to make appointments in advance, rather than giving them
unrestricted access. Drug reps are also prohibited from providing
food to VA clinicians and staff.156
Reducing sales rep access to clinicians has a positive effect on
reducing unnecessary prescribing. In a study of academic medical
centers, researchers found a small (1.67 percentage point) reduction in
prescribing of detailed drugs in centers that restricted sales rep visits
as compared to centers that did not.157 Centers with the most stringent
policies, such as salesperson registration and training requirements,
had the greatest reductions in prescriptions of drugs detailed by sales
reps. Another study found that restrictions on detailing at academic
medical centers was associated with reductions in off-label prescribing
of antidepressants and antipsychotics by pediatricians.158
An important factor driving detailing restrictions at academic
medical centers was the 2014 update of the American Medical
Student Association’s Conflict of Interest Scorecard.159 Following
recommendations from the Association of American Medical Colleges,
the scorecard was updated to include more stringent criteria,
including limits on gifts from industry and detailing visits.159
Professional groups such as nursing unions, activist groups such as
Doctors for America and the Right Care Alliance, and patient safety
organizations such as the Institute for Healthcare Improvement could
similarly pressure non-academic medical centers. We recommend
creating a task force to develop a scorecard to rate clinics and hospitals
based on their conflict-of-interest policies. Conflict-of-interest scores
could also be incorporated into hospital and academic rankings.
Promote transparency through legislation
Drug samples have been shown to influence clinician prescribing habits,
yet drug samples are not subject to the same transparency requirements
as other gifts. The Physician Payments Sunshine Act requires all
pharmaceutical and medical device companies to report payments
and gifts they give to doctors, including meals, research payments,
consulting fees, and speaking and travel fees. These payments are
made available to the public on the CMS website so patients can see
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how much their doctors have received from drug and device companies.
While manufacturers are required to submit information to the FDA on
the quantity of drug samples requested and distributed, this information
is not included in the public database, where patients and watchdogs
look to find data on payments to doctors.160,161
Closing the loophole for drug samples in the Sunshine Act would put
pressure on clinicians not to accept drug rep visits or free samples.
This legislative change would require considerable support from patient
organizations and other advocacy groups to overcome the power of
pharmaceutical lobbying and compel congressional action. Coalitions to
unite patient and clinician groups against pharmaceutical lobbying must
take each group’s funding source into account, as many groups receive
funding from the pharmaceutical industry themselves.162,163
Require better regulation of drug samples
Current regulations make it very easy for prescribers to accept drug
samples. Not only are most prescribers exempt from public scrutiny
for accepting samples, but the requirements for storing and dispensing
samples are lax. Clinicians often dispense samples without screening
patients for potential drug interactions or allergies, and without an
independent check by another clinician.164
Most samples in clinical practices are kept in a “sample closet,” which
may not comply with safe drug storage practices. A qualitative study of
clinical practices found considerable variation in drug sample protocol,
with only a minority of practices having formal strategies and policies
for how to dispense and organize samples.165 In some practices, the
sample closet has been described as an “overfilled, disorganized stack
of shelves,” where “staff spent vast amounts of time searching for
the appropriate sample.”165 In a 2012 inventory of drug sample closets,
researchers found that 14 percent of medications were expired, wasting
an estimated $2.2 billion each year.166
The National Coordinating Council for Medication Error Reporting
and Prevention recommends that “all drug sample storage areas
should comply with safe storage practices, and be evaluated and
inspected by appropriately trained staff for the potential for medication
errors.”167 Both patient advocacy organizations and professional medical
societies have endorsed this recommendation; the next step is rigorous
enforcement. Many physicians and institutions find that the easiest way
to comply with these regulations is not to accept drug samples at all,
which has the added benefit of saving time that clinicians would have
spent in meetings with pharmaceutical sales reps.
Accreditation agencies or state pharmacy boards should make drug
sample protocol compliance a requirement for accepting samples
and enforce this requirement through regular office checks. These
stakeholders should also require that before dispensing samples to
older patients, clinicians inform patients if the medication has not
been tested in older patients. Enforcing standardized drug sample
organization and dispensing protocols not only will keep patients safer,
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but will also add a barrier to drug sample acceptance and force some
clinics to reevaluate whether receiving drug samples is indeed best for
their patients and practice.
Promote cultural change through patient advocacy
and peer pressure
Pressure from professional societies and government agencies to
limit detailing and regulate drug samples could be effective for
reducing pharmaceutical industry influence. However, changing this
commonplace practice also requires a broad shift in the attitudes of
clinicians and patients around the ethics of accepting calls from sales
reps and the drug samples they deliver.
Most clinicians view drug rep visits as a positive, helpful source of
information.149,168 The ubiquity of lunches and gifts from drug reps
has made them seem normal and deserved—a harmless “perk” for
overworked clinicians and staff. Not surprisingly, the more gifts
physicians receive from industry, the more likely they are to believe
incorrectly that interactions with industry do not influence their
prescribing behavior.149
Patients also have a positive attitude toward free drug samples, which
are generally seen as gifts from health care providers, not as gateways to
more expensive prescriptions.169 Many patients are not even aware that
heath care providers are allowed to accept gifts from pharmaceutical
companies.170

“Getting your drug information from industry should
be a source of deep embarrassment, but it’s not.”
—Alan Cassels
Communications Director
Therapeutics Initiative, University of British Columbia

“We need to debunk the idea that drug samples are
charitable on the part of industry or a gift for patients.
Free samples need to be recognized for what they are—
marketing vehicles for expensive brand drugs.”
—Dr. Sharon Levine
Board of Directors, School of Medicine, Kaiser Permanente
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Medical professional societies and patient groups must disabuse
clinicians and patients of the idea that samples are a “free gift,” and
begin a movement for pharma-free facilities. Media attention could
help drive such a movement. Clinicians who do not accept visits or gifts
from industry could display their “pharma-free” status in their clinics
and online, or health professionals who accept industry gifts or visits
could be required to indicate as such on signs in their office or on their
professional online profile.
Community clinics, private practices, and health care institutions
could also partner with the American Medical Student Association and
incorporate their language of “Just Medicine” to indicate no industry
involvement.171 Patient organizations could highlight non-conflicted
clinicians on their website, to set the expectation of “pharma-free”
or “Just Medicine” facilities. A large-scale campaign of this type could
accomplish the goals stated above with a small, but highly visible, group
of committed physicians, pharmacists, nurses, professional societies,
students, and independent patient organizations.
A similar campaign could be conducted on a smaller scale, targeting
clinicians and patients at a few institutions to display signs indicating
that they do not accept visits from sales reps and explaining why. Even a
small campaign could spark conversations between patients and clinicians
about industry influence, and help spread the expectation that medical
offices, clinics, and hospitals should not accept visits from drug reps.

Recommendation:
Increase regulation
of direct-toconsumer
advertising (DTCA)
of pharmaceuticals

Direct-to-consumer advertising (DTCA) of pharmaceuticals is banned
in almost all countries, but in the U.S., pharmaceutical companies spend
an estimated $6 billion a year on television, radio, online, and print
advertisements for medications directed at patients.10 DTCA accelerated
rapidly in 1997 when the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
eased regulations on broadcast advertising of medications. The FDA’s
new guidance allowed drug companies to air ads without complete
information about the drug’s harms and benefits, as long as the ad
referred consumers to another source of comprehensive information
about the drug.172 Over the past few decades, spending on DTCA in the
U.S. has grown more than four-fold, with a recent increase in online
and social media marketing.10,173 Much of this advertising is targeted
toward older adults, aired on television during commercial breaks in
dramas and news shows.174
While DTCA may have some benefits, such as getting patients more
involved in their health care and reducing undertreatment of certain
conditions (for example, encouraging patients at risk of HIV to take
preventive medications), substantial evidence confirms that underregulation of DTCA is leading to patient harm.175 Drug advertisements
regularly mislead consumers about the benefits and harms of
medications, leading to unnecessary prescribing, increased spending
on medications, and adverse drug events.147,176,177 The FDA oversees
prescription drug advertising, but does not vet consumer-directed
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ads before they are aired or published, only sending a warning letter
to companies after a misleading ad has already been disseminated.178
Increased bureaucratic roadblocks, the sharp increase in number of
advertisements, and understaffing have significantly curtailed the
FDA’s ability to effectively regulate DTCA.177,179,180
Federal and state policymakers, government agencies, and patient
advocate organizations can improve the regulation of DTCA. We
recommend four avenues for action below:
Partial bans on direct-to-consumer drug advertising
Some patient advocacy groups and clinician specialty organizations,
including the American Medical Association, have called for a ban on
DTCA. Despite this grassroots support, efforts to ban DTCA face massive
political and legal hurdles. Legislation is unlikely given the political
influence of the pharmaceutical lobby, and even if it were to pass
would likely be challenged in court as a violation of free speech.176,181
However, it may be feasible to ban DTCA on a state or local level, or
for certain drugs. For example, Maine state senator Ben Chipman has
introduced legislation aimed at banning DTCA statewide.182 In 2007,
the Institute of Medicine (now the National Academy of Medicine)
recommended a ban on DTCA for new drugs for two years after they
are approved, so that any safety concerns can be identified before the
drugs are broadly advertised to the public.181,183 As a result, BristolMyers Squibb and Pfizer have implemented waiting periods for DTCA
voluntarily.181 Mandatory waiting periods may be a more politically
feasible option than outright bans.
Remove the tax deduction for direct-to-consumer drug advertising
Under U.S. tax law, pharmaceutical companies are allowed to deduct the
cost of advertising expenses, including direct-to-consumer advertising,
from their gross income as a business expense. Removing or limiting
the allowable amount of this deduction would reduce the incentive for
drug companies to spend money on producing and disseminating DTCA.
Although it would take considerable political capital to enact legislation
to limit or remove the deduction, such legislation is not without
precedent. Recently, Senator Jeanne Shaheen (D-NH) introduced
legislation to remove the deduction from the federal tax code in
January 2019.184 Public support for this or similar legislation is likely—
though consumers may see benefits in DTCA, they don’t necessarily
support taxpayers funding these advertisements. Independent patient
advocacy groups and watchdog groups such as Public Citizen, Truth in
Advertising, and Consumer Reports could be key partners in an effort to
limit this tax incentive.
Create new content requirements for direct-to-consumer advertisements
The FDA requires certain content to be present in DTCA, including: at
least one approved use for the drug; the generic name of the drug; and
all the potential harms of using the drug (or the most important risks,
in certain cases).178 The FDA, however, does not require advertisements
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to include information that would put the harm and benefit information
in context for consumers. This leads to claims in drug advertisements
that are technically true but misleading.
For example, a 2018 ad for brand-name anticoagulant Eliquis claimed
that “Almost 98% of patients on Eliquis didn’t experience another
pulmonary embolism.”185 This makes it seem like Eliquis is an incredibly
effective treatment. However, the ad did not include information
comparing Eliquis to other treatments. In a clinical trial comparing
Eliquis to Warfarin, an older anticoagulant, almost 97% of patients
taking Warfarin avoided a pulmonary embolism, compared to 98%
taking Eliquis.186
Requiring the following content in DTCA would vastly improve the
accuracy of drug advertisements, and help patients make informed
decisions about medications:
•

•

•
•
•
•

How many patients taking this drug experience a benefit, compared
to the current standard of care (also known as the “number needed
to treat”)?
For those who experience a benefit from taking this drug, how
large is the benefit, compared to existing treatment options (in
absolute, not relative, terms)? Was the drug’s effectiveness tested
against the standard of care or a lower standard?
How many people taking this drug will experience side effects
(also known as the “number needed to harm”)?
Has this drug been tested on patients over age 65, or patients
with multiple chronic conditions?
Is there a similar drug with fewer or different risks that could
improve outcomes for this condition?
Are there lifestyle or behavioral changes that would improve
outcomes at a similar or greater rate than this drug?

Considering that older Americans are at the greatest risk for adverse
drug events and are most often targeted for drug advertisements, it
is especially important that advertisements for drugs that put older
people at a high risk of adverse events—such as benzodiazepines or
anticholinergic drugs—include an explicit warning of this risk for older
people within the ad. Similarly, drugs that have not been tested in
people over 65 should have a clear warning to that effect.
For print or online advertisements, a proven and easy way to convey this
information is through the Drug Facts Box, a single-page, standardized
format for conveying drug effectiveness and harm, modeled after the
FDA’s “Nutrition Facts” boxes (see page 68).187,188 The Drug Facts Box was
conceptualized and developed by researchers at the Dartmouth Institute
for Health Policy and Clinical Practice. These boxes could be written by
independent FDA reviewers and required in print advertisements, on
medication websites, or shown in TV ads.187
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Requiring additional content would be politically difficult but not
impossible, as it is well within the FDA’s authority to regulate the
content of prescription drug advertisements. However, this would
require significant resources and support from independent patient
and clinician groups. Pharmaceutical companies would also likely
mount legal challenges to proposed changes to content regulations,
similar to their recent efforts to challenge requirements to include
drug prices in advertisements.189

Source: Schwartz & Woloshin, The Prescription Drug Facts Box: Helping Doctors and Patients Make Wise Choices.
White River Junction, VT: The Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center, 2009.
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Put pressure on regulators and media to withdraw misleading
drug advertisements
Putting pressure on the FDA, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC),
and broadcast networks to remove misleading drug advertisements
could be a path toward more balanced advertising, without requiring
an immense amount of resources or political capital. A targeted effort
to identify particularly misleading drug advertisements and send
complaints to the FDA and FTC about these ads could spur regulatory
action. Especially important will be identifying advertisements targeted
at older patients that underplay serious side effects or mislead about the
drug’s effectiveness. Public complaints targeted at specific ads would
be an incremental change, but could raise awareness about egregiously
misleading ads, spurring more action. Additionally, the FDA and FTC
generally do not have time to review all advertisements, so public
complaints drawing attention to specific egregious ads could be
effective in leading to regulatory action in these cases.176
Media companies such as television and radio networks, newspapers,
and magazines rely on pharmaceutical advertisements for a significant
amount of their revenue, making them key political opponents of DTCA
bans. However, media companies are also receptive to public pressure,
and could be a target for campaigns to withdraw certain advertisements.
A grassroots effort to boycott certain television networks, radio
channels, or print publications until specific misleading ads are
removed could spur media companies to action.
Although these campaigns would not prevent DTCA from being aired,
they would take far fewer resources than political campaigns to ban or
regulate the content of DTCA, and could be implemented immediately.
Independent patient advocate groups and watchdogs, such as Public
Citizen, as well as grassroots organizing groups, would be natural
partners in this effort. Additionally, a systematic campaign to send
complaints to the FDA could be useful data for research—similar to the
COMPare project, in which researchers sent complaints about outcome
misreporting to top journals and recorded the journals’ responses.190
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Conclusion

Curtailing industry influence is an important element in changing our
culture of overprescribing and reducing harm from medication overload.
However, extensive lobbying efforts and campaign contributions from
the pharmaceutical industry make these solutions politically difficult.
We have outlined several potential pathways for limiting industry
detailing and advertising. Pursuing legislative solutions (putting a
two-year ban on DTCA for new drugs, for example) will face the
toughest political hurdles and are likely the least feasible; however,
legislative solutions are likely to have the greatest impact. Regulatory
solutions, which require action from executive agencies, are also
politically difficult, but might be more feasible.
However, these are not the only paths. Institutional-level campaigns
to reduce industry influence and grassroots campaigns to demand
transparency have the potential to change cultural norms, which
can lead to widespread change over time. These solutions are more
politically feasible, but would require strong partnerships between
medical societies, health care institutions, and patient advocacy groups,
all of which are themselves susceptible to industry influence.
Our proposed recommendations represent only a few of the ways in
which clinicians, patients, families, caregivers, and policymakers can
take action against the outsized role of the pharmaceutical industry in
medical culture and medication overload.
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Conclusion:
What You Can Do Now
Medication overload is an urgent public health problem. Over the last
decade, older adults have been hospitalized millions of times as a result
of serious adverse drug events. Many of these events could have been
avoided with more judicious prescribing and deprescribing. If this
dangerous pattern of medication use continues over the next decade,
older adults will suffer at least 74 million adverse drug events requiring
medical care, and will be hospitalized nearly 5 million times.1
A culture of prescribing, information gaps, and a fragmented health care
system lead to medication overload, and a multipronged approach is needed
to combat it. Patient and older adult organizations, government agencies,
public health institutions, researchers, clinical and specialty groups,
health care professional schools, payers, and health care institutions all
have roles to play in preventing and reducing the harm it is causing.
The good news is that opportunities to reduce medication overload exist
in practically every sector of health care, including research, technology,
education, guideline creation, regulation, and more. Although national
action may be necessary for certain changes, such as regulation of drug
advertisements or clinician reimbursements for prescription checkups,
many efforts can be undertaken on a local, institutional, or even
individual level to reduce the harm.
We have a long way to go to undo the systemic factors in our health
care system that prevent more careful prescribing and appropriate
deprescribing. But there are actions that can be taken immediately to
begin the process of eliminating medication overload. We owe it to our
grandparents, our parents, and ourselves to start this work now.
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Here’s what
you can do
to take action
now:

Patients and family members/caregivers
• Learn about the risks of medication overload.
• If you’re having trouble managing your medications, or you’re
worried about side effects, ask your doctor for a prescription
checkup to talk about your medications.
• Lobby your legislative representatives to better regulate
pharmaceutical advertisements.
• Look up your doctor on Dollars For Docs to see if they accept money
from pharmaceutical companies, and ask your doctor about it.
Clinicians
• Learn about the risks of medication overload, especially for older
adults with multiple chronic conditions.
• Become a “pharma-free” clinician and display your status proudly.
• Request continuing education series about careful prescribing and
deprescribing at your institution.
• Make sure you have deprescribing guidelines available at the point
of care when you need them.
• Lobby your clinical membership organizations or professional
societies to update clinical practice guidelines with appropriate
targets for older patients.
Hospitals, clinics, and long-term care facilities
• Implement prescription checkups for patients taking multiple
medications.
• Launch an educational campaign for clinicians to raise awareness
of medication overload.
• Make deprescribing guidelines available to clinicians.
• Become a “pharma-free” institution and display your status proudly.
Clinician professional societies
• Update clinical practice guidelines to incorporate information on
careful prescribing and deprescribing.
• Take steps to reduce financial conflicts of interest among guideline
committee members.
• Create specialty deprescribing guideline databases for members.
• Support creation of continuing education content on appropriate
prescribing and deprescribing, including presentations at
professional meetings.
Health professional schools and academic medical centers
• Launch continuing education programs about careful prescribing
and deprescribing, such as Grand Rounds.
• Implement a “Deprescribing Champions” program.
• Launch an educational campaign for clinicians to raise awareness
of medication overload.
• Make deprescribing guidelines available to clinicians.
• Incorporate training on careful prescribing and deprescribing into
school curricula.
• Pilot a polypharmacy/deprescribing concentration for clinicians
specializing in geriatric care.
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Government agencies and policymakers
• Support the launch of a public awareness campaign about
medication overload.
• Support research to fill in knowledge gaps on deprescribing.
• Support the creation of patient-directed awareness campaigns
about specific medications.
• Create a Medicare reimbursement code for prescription checkups,
or a code to bundle prescription checkups with Wellness Visits.
• Fund a convening of clinician specialty groups to identify changes
needed to clinical practice guidelines.
• Fund a Delphi survey of primary care clinicians and patients to
outline needed guideline changes.
• Address key issues with adverse drug event reporting.
• Restrict/regulate direct-to-consumer drug advertising.
• Close the Physician Sunshine Act loophole for drug samples.
• Fund academic detailing programs.
Foundations and nonprofits
• Support a pilot campaign for prescription checkups.
• Support a pilot public awareness campaign about medication overload.
• Fund a convening of clinician specialty groups to identify changes
needed to clinical practice guidelines.
• Organize grassroots campaigns against pharmaceutical advertising
and marketing.
• Fund creation of more deprescribing guidelines or specialty
deprescribing guideline collections.
• Fund a podcast series on deprescribing and other continuing
education content.
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Glossary of Key Terms
and Organizations
Adverse drug event (ADE)
An ADE is when injury occurs from taking one
or more medications. ADEs include serious
drug reactions or side effects, medication
errors, allergic reactions, and overdoses.
Comprehensive medication management
(CMM)
CMM is a program in which a pharmacist
reviews all of a patient’s medications to make
sure that they are all appropriate, effective,
and safe. CMM includes an assessment of
the patient’s health problems as well as
medications.
Continuing education (CE)
CE activities are educational seminars,
courses, and other activities required for
health professionals to maintain their licenses.
Deprescribing
Deprescribing means reducing or stopping
medications for which the potential harm
outweighs the benefit, or medications that are
not compatible with the patient’s health goals.
The goal of deprescribing is to maintain or
improve quality of life.
Direct-to-consumer advertising (DTCA)
DTCA refers to advertisements for medications
targeted at the public, rather than clinicians.
These include print, online, and broadcast
advertisements.
Long-term care (LTC) facility
LTC facilities such as assisted living facilities,
retirement communities, or nursing homes,
help meet both the medical and nonmedical needs of people with a chronic
illness or disability who cannot care for
themselves for long periods of time.
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Medication overload
Medication overload is the use of multiple
medications that pose a greater risk of harm
than benefit. There is no strict cutoff for
when the number of medications becomes
harmful, but the more a person is taking,
the greater their likelihood of experiencing
harm, including serious, even life-threatening
adverse drug events.
Medication reconciliation
Medication reconciliation is a process
of documenting and comparing patients’
medication lists from one care setting
to another, with the goal of reducing
medication errors during care transitions.
Medication review
A medication review is when a clinician
and patient go over the patient’s medication
list. This review may or may not include
documenting all of a patient’s medications,
discussing the benefits and harms of
medications, and making medication changes.
Medication therapy management (MTM)
MTM is a benefit provided by Medicare Part D
to eligible patients that includes medication
reviews to identify, prioritize, and address
medication-related problems, with the goal
of increasing adherence and identifying
medication problems. A pharmacist usually
conducts these reviews.
Polypharmacy
Polypharmacy is a term used in the scientific
literature to describe the condition of taking
multiple medications. Usually the threshold
for polypharmacy is five or more medications,
although the cutoff varies because there is not
a single agreed-upon definition. Polypharmacy
can be helpful or harmful, depending on
the patient’s conditions and the specific
medications.
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Glossary of Key Terms and Organizations

Prescription checkup
A prescription checkup is a medication
review that makes relieving medication
overload its primary focus and uses a shared
decision making process. Prescription
checkups differ from other types of medication
reviews because they are explicitly designed
to consider reducing dosages or eliminating
harmful medications. They are conducted by
trusted members of the care team and can
be performed over the course of more than
one visit, and sometimes over the phone
or videochat.
Shared decision making
Shared decision making is a process in which
clinicians engage patients (and/or caregivers)
in a conversation about their lives to better
understand their goals and priorities; make
sure patients or caregivers recognize the
potential benefits and harms posed by
various treatment options, using language
they understand; and invite patients or
caregivers to be active participants in
their health care decisions.
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AAMC Association of American Medical 		
Colleges
AGS
American Geriatrics Society
AHRQ Agency for Healthcare Research
and Quality
AMA American Medical Association
ANA
American Nurses Association
APA
American Pharmacists Association
CDC
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention
CMMI Center for Medicare and Medicaid 		
Innovation
CMS
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 		
Services
FDA
U.S. Food and Drug Administration
FTC
Federal Trade Commission
IHI
Institute for Healthcare Improvement
NAM National Academy of Medicine, 			
formerly the Institute of Medicine
NCQA National Committee for Quality 		
Assurance
NICHE Nurses Improving Care for 			
Healthsystem Elders
NIH
National Institutes of Health
VA
Veterans Health Administration
WHO World Health Organization
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APPENDIX A:

Research Priorities for
Medication Overload
Research needed on the health effects of
polypharmacy
• Measure the harms of polypharmacy
adjusted for patient risk.1
• Detect and manage adverse drug events.12
• Collect, analyze, and report data that
relate to frequency of, and reasons for,
withdrawal of drug use in clinical trial
participants to build the evidence base of
drug-related harm.44
Research needed on managing chronic
conditions
• Measure the relative benefits and risks
of different treatment options for
individual chronic diseases, including
non-pharmaceutical treatments.12
• Develop tools to assess the burden of
treatment for adults with multiple chronic
conditions.12
• Research the potential for lower doses
we could prescribe for patients managing
chronic conditions.12
• Design and conduct clinical trials that
recruit older, multimorbid patients,
including specific subgroups (e.g.,
patients with dementia) and aim to define
drug benefits and harms using patient
stratification methods and multivariate
risk modeling methods.44,191-193
Research needed on the clinical outcomes
of deprescribing
• Conduct high-quality and long-term
clinical trials that measure patientimportant outcomes of deprescribing.103
• Research the following outcomes of
deprescribing: serious adverse drug
reactions, withdrawal side effects,
medication appropriateness, falls,
medication regimen complexity, quality of
life, mortality, and medication side effects.
Studies must be powered to evaluate these
outcomes. 53,54
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•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Measure how patient outcomes differ when
deprescribing for different populations.12,103
Research whether deprescribing can
reverse the negative effects of medication
overload.12
Evaluate the effect of deprescribing on
medications used for varying durations
(e.g., short term vs. years).12
Research possible negative, non-reversible
effects of ceasing use of certain classes of
medication, such as acetylcholinesterase
inhibitors.45
Conduct more large-scale randomized
controlled trials of systematic
deprescribing, to find out the true benefits
and harms of deprescribing medication
classes.45
Use the following seven outcomes in
future trials of medication review
in multi-morbid older patients with
polypharmacy: drug-related hospital
admissions, medication overuse,
medication underuse, potentially
inappropriate medications, clinically
significant drug-drug interactions, healthrelated quality of life, pain relief.194
Measure the effect of deprescribing on
hospitalizations, emergency department
visits, and primary care provider visits.195

Research needed on non-clinical outcomes
of deprescribing
• Measure the potential financial savings
of deprescribing—for the patient and
for the health system as a whole.1,12,103
• Research best practices for managing
issues during deprescribing such as
withdrawal effects and subsequent
re-prescribing.103
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Research needed on the effectiveness
of deprescribing interventions and policy
• Research how to deprescribe drugs of
various classes safely.
• Research the risks and benefits of different
approaches to reduce polypharmacy using
patient-important outcomes such as
all-cause mortality, morbidity, function
cognitive status, health care utilization,
and cost.12
• Research best practices for implementing
deprescribing interventions successfully in
clinical practice.103
• Find out which patient profiles benefit the
most from deprescribing interventions.12,103
• Research the effects of different payment
models on strategies to address
polypharmacy.12
• Develop and evaluate drug safety standards
that maximize the potential for reducing
inappropriate use of drugs.44
• Conduct research to find out when and
how often deprescribing interventions
should occur.44
• Find out in which setting medication
reviews are most successful, e.g., hospital,
primary care, residential aged care
facility.44
• Find out which clinicians can conduct
successful medication reviews, e.g.,
clinical pharmacists, physicians, nurses.44
• Research how to engage multiple
stakeholders (doctors, nurses, pharmacists,
patients, and families) in deprescribing
initiatives simultaneously.1
• Develop national quality metrics for
medication overload and the need for
deprescribing, eg., Patients using the
sulfonylurea drug class over the age of
80 with A1C < 7.0 should be deprescribed.
• Research the most efficient, least
burdensome way for health care providers,
patients, and caregivers to contribute to
the adverse events database.
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Research on the patient/caregiver experience
• Research on incorporating patient
and caregiver priorities in the clinical
experience, including for patients with
cognitive impairment.12,103
• Understand which clinicians or care team
members patients and caregivers feel most
comfortable discussing medications with,
and in which settings.
• Research which outcomes are most
important to patients and families in
deprescribing.
• Conduct focus groups to find messaging
that best conveys the potential harms of
medication overload to patients and family
members/caregivers.
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APPENDIX B:

Current Initiatives to Address
Medication Overload
Deprescribing programs/pilots
AGE-FRIENDLY HEALTH SYSTEMS: The Institute
for Healthcare Improvement, in partnership
with the John A. Hartford Foundation, created
an initiative called “age-friendly health
systems,” built around improving care for
older adults by using evidence-based models
across the care continuum. The program’s
“4M” bundle, which comprises “What
Matters, Medication, Mentation, and Mobility,”
provides a guide for avoiding excess prescriptions and for deprescribing. The bundle is being
tested by health systems around the country.
BRUYÈRE DEPRESCRIBING TEAM: The
deprescribing team at the Bruyère Institute
in Ottowa, Ontario, has developed a rigorous
method for developing evidence-based
deprescribing guidelines. They are engaged
in a variety of research initiatives and programs
(community engagement, developing a
deprescribing framework for long-term care,
developing and evaluating an app to support
deprescribing guidelines, and more).
CONNECTICUT MEDICATION RECONCILIATION
AND POLYPHARMACY WORK GROUP: In May
of 2018, the Connecticut General Assembly
established a Working Group to evaluate issues
concerning polypharmacy and medication
reconciliation. The MRPC provides strategic
guidance, recommendations, and ongoing
support to the Health IT Advisory Council and
the Office of Health Strategy (OHS) for the
development and implementation of patientcentered and evidence-based best practices
necessary to contribute to the development
and maintenance of a best possible medications
history, supported by communication, education, and user-friendly digital tools.

INITIATIVE TO MINIMIZE PHARMACEUTICAL
RISK IN OLDER VETERANS (IMPROVE): This
polypharmacy clinic in New Haven, Connecticut, provided a platform for teaching internal
medicine residents and nurse practitioner
trainees about outpatient medication
management and deprescribing for older
adults. After the course, participants showed
improvements in knowledge and skills,
and two medications, on average, were
deprescribed for their patients.
KAISER PERMANENTE ANTIDIABETIC
DEPRESCRIBING PROGRAM: A pilot program
at the Kaiser Permanente Integrated System.
Evaluation of the program found that
pharmacist-led deprescribing of selected
antidiabetics reduced the risk of hypoglycemia
and may have mortality benefit in elderly
patients with well-controlled type 2 diabetes.
MEANINGFUL MEDICATION REVIEWS FOR
RESIDENTIAL CARE: A program in five residential care communities in British Columbia,
Canada, reduced polypharmacy by 10% by
making deprescribing a key focus of medication reviews, doing more frequent medication
reviews, increasing onsite presence of physicians to do med reviews, and holding polypharmacy education sessions.
MCMASTER TAPER PROGRAM: The Department
of Family Medicine at McMaster University
has developed and implemented the TAPER
project (“Team Approach to Polypharmacy
Evaluation and Reduction”). The vision of
TAPER is to design a systematic pathway for
reducing the burden of polypharmacy that is
part of routine primary care prevention for
older adults.
MEDSAFER PILOT STUDY: Medsafer is an electronic decision support tool for deprescribing.
In a pilot study, using Medsafer increased the
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proportion of patients with one or more
potentially inappropriate medications deprescribed at hospital discharge by 7.8%.
REDUCING ANTI-PSYCHOTIC USE IN NURSING
HOMES: The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services created this initiative to reduce
unnecessary antipsychotic use among
nursing home residents with dementia.

ENGLISH DEPRESCRIBING NETWORK: The
English Deprescribing Network (EDeN) was
launched in June 2019. EDeN aims to bring
together health care professionals, researchers,
and policymakers to share ideas, best practices, and resources, help improve communication between patients and clinicians; and
shape the national strategy around appropriate
prescribing and the avoidance of medicinesrelated harm.

SHARED CARE POLYPHARMACY RISK REDUCTION:
A multi-year initiative in British Columbia to
CANADIAN DEPRESCRIBING NETWORK:
reduce medications in residential and acute
The Canadian Deprescribing Network is
care. Results can be found in their final project
a group of health care leaders, clinicians,
report. The project identified that acute care
decision makers, academic researchers, and
pharmacists can play an important role in
patient advocates working together to mobilize
polypharmacy risk reduction by conducting
knowledge and promote the deprescribing
medication reviews prior to patient discharge.
of medication that may no longer be of
Small changes in workflow helped streamline
benefit or that may be causing harm.
form preparation to aid medication reconciliation and reduce physician frustration at
INTERNATIONAL GROUP FOR REDUCING
discharge. It also included the goal of
INAPPROPRIATE MEDICATION USE &
improving communication at discharge
POLYPHARMACY: This international network
between patient/family, PCP, hospitalist,
released a position statement in 2018 proposing
and community pharmacist. 				
recommendations for action and research to
							
reduce inappropriate medication use and
VA VIONE MODEL: A deprescribing program
polypharmacy.
from the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs,
NORTHERN EUROPEAN RESEARCHERS
using the acroynm VIONE: Vital — is this
IN DEPRESCRIBING (NERD): This network was
medication essential for my health? Important
launched in 2019 to support collaboration and
— How important is this medication to
increasing visibility of deprescribing research
improve my quality of life? Optional — By
in North Europe.
taking this medicine, do the benefits outweigh
the risks? Not Indicated — Am I taking
U.S. DEPRESCRIBING RESEARCH NETWORK:
medications that are no longer needed? Every
This network, newly formed in the fall of 2019
medication has a reason — Does every mediwith support from a grant from the National
cation I take have a clear reason or diagnosis?
Institute on Aging, is designed to develop and
Deprescribing networks
disseminate evidence on deprescribing. Activities include educational and training opportuAUSTRALIAN DEPRESCRIBING NETWORK:
nities
for junior investigators; funding pilot
The Australian Deprescribing Network (ADeN)
and
exploratory
studies; engaging patient,
comprises clinicians, academic researchers,
caregiver,
and
health
systems stakeholders
policymakers, students, and consumers
in
research
on
deprescribing;
and providing a
working together to develop the evidence base,
variety
of
data
and
other
resources
to promote
clinical guidance, and knowledge translation
deprescribing
research.
to facilitate deprescribing of medicines that
are no longer providing benefit or are causing
harm. ADeN was formed in 2014 following a
workshop in Brisbane that brought together
clinicians and researchers with an active
interest in deprescribing. Since then ADeN has
held annual meetings in cities across Australia.
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For more information and resources on careful
prescribing and deprescribing, see the Lown
Institute report, Medication Overload: America’s
Other Drug Problem.
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APPENDIX C:

Prescription Checkup Details
Components of a prescription checkup
A prescription checkup may be undertaken
as a preventive measure, to identify potential
medications for deprescribing before the
patient is overloaded; or, when a patient
is suffering harm or is having problems
managing medications, the prescription
checkup may be an intervention undertaken
to deprescribe the medications causing harm.

decisions. For example, taking blood
pressure medications reduces the risk
of serious cardiovascular events in the
future, but may cause spells of dizziness
that interfere with daily activities. Some
patients may prioritize their everyday
activities, such as being able to garden
or play with their grandchildren, above
prevention of future cardiovascular
events. Other patients may prefer to
accept moderate side effects to improve
their likelihood of living longer. The only
way patients can make these decisions
is to have the magnitude of the potential
benefits and harms explained to them so
they can use this information
to make a decision for themselves.

A prescription checkup consists of four main
components: Inventory, Inquiry, Intervention,
and Follow-up.
1.

2.

Inventory — A trusted clinician or
member of the care team, along with
the patient and/or patient’s family/
caregivers, inventories and documents
all medications the patient is taking,
including prescriptions, over-the-counter
medications, supplements, topicals, and
inhalers. A skilled patient navigator, nurse,
or medical assistant may work with the
patient to conduct the inventory. The
provider may want to begin by reviewing
the electronic health record, but every
inventory should also include a “brown
bag review” (in which the patient and
family/caregiver bring all medications to
the visit) to ensure that all the medications
the patient is taking are documented.
Inquiry — A trusted clinician—usually
a physician, pharmacist, or nurse
practitioner knowledgeable about the
benefits and harms of medications—
elicits the patient’s values, preferences,
and goals and explains the treatment
options. Ideally, the clinician conducting
the inquiry is part of the patient’s care
team and is familiar with the patient’s
medical history. Clinicians and patients
may require more than one visit to discuss
benefits and harms of each medication.

Following the conversation about values,
preferences, and goals, the clinician and
patient (and/or family/caregiver) review
the patient’s medication list and discuss
the reason each medication is being taken
(e.g., alleviation of symptoms, treatment
of a medical condition, or prevention of
future illness), as well as the patient’s
impression of their medications (including
side effects, medication burden, and
affordability). Then together they review
each medication in relation to the patient’s
values, preferences, and goals previously
discussed.
3.

This conversation is important to the
shared decision making process, providing
a foundation for subsequent medication
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Intervention — The clinician or team
and the patient (and/or family/caregiver)
create a plan of action for medication use
(e.g., continuing the medication, reducing
the dose, or deprescribing) and necessary
follow-up. The goal of the plan should
be to reduce medication overload, though
in some cases patients may need new or
alternative medications.

Appendix C: Prescription Checkup Details

4.

Follow-up — Clinicians and patients
should schedule a follow-up appointment
to monitor the improvement or
development of symptoms and see if
adjustments to the plan need to be made.
For some medications (such as antianxiety medications and other psychiatric
medications), slow tapering is necessary
and requires the clinician to closely
monitor the patient.

Changes in the patient’s medication list must
be clearly communicated to the patient’s other
health care providers, including the pharmacy.
The patient (and/or family members or
caregivers) should be given a full report of
the medication list and the intervention plan.
Providing patients with a written description
of their medication plan, including notes
about the results of shared decision making
discussions, can help them understand and
adhere to their plan. The plan should also be
shared with the patient’s other clinicians to
reduce the risk of patients getting conflicting
information.

In the hospital setting, a clinician or care
team should still carry out the three major
components of the prescription checkup,
but there are some key differences:
1)

2)

Prescription checkups in the hospital
The transition into or out of an acute care
setting represents a moment of vulnerability
for patients and an important opportunity to
review medications. This is especially true
when a medication has caused an adverse
event that triggered the hospitalization or
when medications have been prescribed
during the hospital stay but are meant
to be discontinued after discharge.196
However, the hospital setting presents
resource and time limitations, since clinicians
may have only a few days to review patients’
medications before patients leave the hospital.
Given these limitations, it is likely not feasible
for clinicians to conduct a prescription
checkup for all patients in the hospital that are
taking multiple medications.
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3)
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If it is not feasible to conduct prescription
checkups for all older patients taking five
or more medications, clinicians should
prioritize prescription checkups for
patients for whom hospitalization was
triggered by an issue with a medication.
The hospital team can also alert
community-based clinicians, such as a
primary care doctor, if they suspect that
a patient who has been hospitalized may
need a prescription checkup.
Addressing each medication on the
patient’s medication list may not be
feasible or appropriate in the hospital
setting. Special attention should be paid
to reviewing drugs that were newly
prescribed in the hospital, with an eye
toward eliminating medications that were
prescribed for temporary symptom control.
Follow-up should include alerting the
patient’s primary care team to the possible
need for further medication adjustments.
a. A hospital prescription checkup
presents an opportunity for new
clinicians to look at the patient’s
medication list with a fresh eye, and
identify potential medications to
deprescribe. If time allows, clinicians
and patients should be empowered to
deprescribe preventive medications in
the hospital, as well as medications for
symptom control.
For patients admitted to the hospital for
medication problems, a clinician should
conduct a prescription checkup soon after
admission. It may be necessary to conduct
another checkup before discharge, so
that any drugs prescribed in the acute
setting can be reviewed before discharge.
Upon discharge, any changes made to
the patient’s medication regimen must
be communicated to the patient’s family/
caregiver and primary care provider in
their community or LTC facility.
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